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In. this paper I present some of the concepts --that result .. 
when one considers a linear space with two norms on it. A 
\. ' 
. 
· two.:.norm convergence is d~fined, called~ '¥~convergence, and 
,1.-.:.i 
from this, in a more or less natural manner, arise ·question-a 
o:r )'-linear functionals, -y-conjugate spaces, )'-reflexivity, 
and 'Y-topological prob~ems. In Chapter .. 2 it is shown that 
there· exists a locally convex li11ea1· sepa,rated topology 
.generating the )'-convergence. Fii:ially, in Chapter 4 I in-
clude a brief generalization to the case of.a space with a· ... 
norm topology and·· a locally convex linear topology. 
The sys"cem of r·eference is a standard one, ·e.g., u.v.w 
ref'ers to statement w in section v ~ of c·hapter U.. 
'fhe following results, fer which I give only references: 
to the proofs, will be used later. 
(a)- The Mackey-Arens Theorem: Let L be a locally con-. 
vex. ~fnear separated space and denote its conjugate space by 
~ ;· "~-
';\ 
L1 • Le't' a(L,L 1 ) and f3(L,L 1 ) denote., respectively, the weak 
,I. 
. I 
__ ;, ... 1. --en~: ...... ~~·····----~ iJl.cJ.-" A..tXOJl'-4'.~~-iQI>PlQS:iJ~§,_,OJl~-""T::.,,,, .. ~--,J-..et., .. t. -.::Ae. wap.y;,,.,.l,O.Qa.~ly ~-J1QtlVeX .,. ~-- ~- 4'~. -~ ~· ae- -·"' - •.• C' .. -
-
.linear separated topology on L and deno~e the con_juga te spa.ce 
of L m1der t by Lt. . :.fnen Lt :;:: .L' if and only if . 
a(L,L')stst3(L,L 1 ). ·- 1 , ~fa 
. . . -- , -
. ' . . . 
• ._, ;: • • I • •. ' ' 
• t • ~ • • • , • , t I • t •• f • ( •• f a • I ~ , t \ Ill I t • I • , .• , C • I • • • ~ 'l!il. ~ • ~ • f j -·.-::-, •-
·~ This is Arens' refinement. of a theorem by M~okey. The 
/ 
::"''" 
above is not ·exactly Arens I statement but may be deduced 
,' 
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.(.b}. - Wi.w-eg&P-1S Lemma:· · ·Let F· be· a· tamf~y···o:r· ·-ftiiictionals-·-~----~-~~--~-,~ 
.defined on an arbitrary-set Q·an~ such that 
sup 11 f(q):feFI < • :ror every q Q, and let (t1n) be a 
sequen.ce in Q. The 'follo"VJing propositions are_ equivalent:· 
ti, (1) fqr each sequence of positive numbers (an) 
tending to co and for each sequence ( fn) in F there is an M 
such that 
I fn (~) I < an for n = 1, 2, •••• and m >M 
. ( 2) for ea.ch feF we have lim · 1'( ~) = O and 
n 
· ll·f(~)l:reF, n = 1,2, •••• 1 is bounded. 
. ;·~ 
. --···:r 
See [18] p.- 126. 
. .... ~-~~-~. ---· .-~ .. --.-~·. .. -
( c) A theorem of Alexiew:l.c-z: Let X be a metric space, 
(J .. •  
•• 1 .. :-
. 
and eall any subset whose complement is of Category .. I 
residual. Let (Un(x)) be a sequence of operations on X con..;· 
vergent in a residual set A. Then (un{'~j- is equicontinuous 
in a residual set B C X. 
See p. 5· of [1]. 
(d) A result of~ Dixmier: Let E It•·· a normed sp~ce and 
are dense in E' under a(E• ;E) and ,such that a{E,A) and G(E,B) 
are separated. Then cr(E,A) and a(E,B) agree on S, the unit 
ball .. 0!0 E·· .; f and onl,:r 1· f -A = i=\° whA,-aA ~.hA-~~ n,~~~~~a'""" 9 ..&.. _y -- ~--- .... - ...... - .. - ¥•·-""'- <tJ.LVOU.+.~~ . -- ,f • ., '"' • • .. • . . - .. ,I • .. ·, ... • ' - • ,, ~ ................... -_ ...... ~ .......... ,1/1', •• 
taken in E' under the norm topology . 
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~e Two Norm Convergence· 
"~ 
, ~ jr; 
·- ~ -~. . --·- .-r,: .. __ -~~--~-
1.. T)1.(! Conv~rgence Defined _ 
.. 
. 
Let X be a linear spaqe and 11.11 an F-noz:-m on X, i.e., 
- T } 
(1) 11 xi I ~ O for all x in X, -
-
(2) I lxl I = O if and only if x = O, 
(3) 1 lx+yl I· ~ I lxl I + 'I IYI 1 · for all x ·and y in X, 
-
( 4) . if an ... a and 11 ~ -x I I -+ 0, then 11 anxn ;..axJ I ... 0 
where (an) is _ a scalar sequence and (xn) a 
sequence in Xe 
If,· in place of ( 4)., j 1-11 satisfies the~ stronger con-
. dition that 11 axl· I = I al. ·I I xf r where a is any scalar· and X . 
. 
- ·. .· ... _..., 
is in X, we shall call 11 • ,11 a norm on x. Clearly any norm 
,._ . 
· is an F-norm. · . ., . 
Suppose a second J.:.norm 11 • 11 * is defined oli X weaker 
_ than I I • I I , 1. e. , 
.. 
. . 
Postulate .(1): . . * 11~11 ... o implies that 11~11. -.o. 
·-~~ ... . ~: ·~. - .. ..... ,,. ~ •. ··~-··· . -A-- 'S e·quefid e . fxp 7- ili ~x-i•.ri 11: l>-e ' Called -'~'-y;..c onvergerl't H "'io "jf' a.-,. .. « • H -
j.f it is bounded with respect to i I, i I and if I i~-xi I~ -. C). 
... - .. t· - . We shall write 
it·. 
{J - • ' 
,,. • ,.,.. .. • i -: •••. ._ ...... ·.,;. • • • • • • • " • • • ...• -.._ ........................... ·-
-- --- -·----------~- ·-------..- ----------~ -----·---· 







. ;· ·,,; ... · .. 




- - . 
r . . ., ... ,.,., 
. ... . j. 
- 4 - l 
- ' 
. 
. "" The space X supplied with this convergence. will be denot~d 
' * .·· .. by (X, I 1-~ 11 , 11 , 11 ) and · calle-d a 0 two-norm space". In this 
~ 
·'· 
notation th~. weaker F-norm is al!ays the last element of 
the triple. .,_ 
- . 
~ ' 2. J-Convergence and Norm Convergence 
· In general, -y-convergence is equivalent to an F-norm 
. 
•• 
_,-. convergence only in the trivial case t-ther.e I J • 11 and · I ·I • 11 _ 
are equivalent. (Two convergences are said to be "equiva-
lent" t1hen the classes of convergen~ sequences coincide and 
the limits'are~identical.) 
1.2.1. Lemma: Le·t I ·t • 11 
.. 
be an F-norm ori a linear space 
J • 
X and let (~) be a sequence :1.n X w:1.th 11~1 I~ o. Then 






·. Proof: Fc,r· any fixed positi"'.'e integer k, JI~ It~ 0 
by property (4) or an F-llorm. Choose Nk sUch that 





_, . .. B1_ <. N2 < Ns ( •• ,~. - •.. -· Let __ ~-1 = 1 for· 1 = l, 2, •••• J N2-, and .. ; 
- ---~ ' l . 
. . ~ 
~· .. ____ ... . ~- .. _ -·. ~ _~el!:~:'~~ ,1~ ~ .. aJ_ .. =:.1; . f.? ~- -;--~ ~k .. ~ . }.,. __ N'k ... ±, . ? 1_:~:-· -~-_ ~ k.'t 1~, .... , .... ... . .. .,, .. ~ ,~ ....... : ... { 
•• Xn • . 
·~ Then I l a~ i I ~ O • . , . . . .. . . . .. ... .. ... • . ~ 
,. 
0 
1. 2. 2 •. L~~~ _ Suppose there is a ·sQ~+~:r ~equence an-.~ J . •: 
. .. - •• :. -·= . 
. Xn l . 11 1· I such that a=- ~- x. Then__, -~ -. o. · 
. - n" u·· .......... ····:·; ............ ··prOO{:·· ··-r:x:ny-iS .. Tr~Tr:1,ouna:ecr.~·-· ·Hence 11 ~ i i. ~ · t ·j ~-~~t t ~- 0: ·· · · ·· ··) 
. . --~------·--· -· ........... --------· _________ ., ____ 5__ -- -----·- ·-- ---~--~ --~----.. -•---- -------- .... ---· ...... --- ·---_- ---------------- ...... -----·---- ·-·----··-.. ·-' ----- _ .. ______ . ---·--- -- .. -··. ---- .. _____ n__ .. --- ... -----· ---·;-----------.---·--------··:.:: 
jf 1 
' • • :r: 
' ~- . . . 
.. - /'··~---~ 
-'~ -:-:,• .. ' 
... -,-- . -- -- --·- ------ - ·- -----~-· . 
\ 
) 
-~ -- --- - .. - -------· - --- . - --~---·--.. - ----- ·-
;.. ·1;: -. ~~ 
- 5 - . ~ . - --~· .,· ·:·· 
.. 
.. 1.2.3. Corollary:·- If' ~-conyergence is equivalent .to .. an 
.. ;• 
. , __).,; - F-norm convergence, it is equivalent· to I I . I I -·convergence • 
. ~ 
. Proof: Let< xn _ ~ O. Since it I s an F-norrti convergence 
.x there is a scalar sequence an-. O · such that S: 4 o. Hence 
by 1 \2. 2 • :~, I I ~ I I -+ o • 
i. 2. 4. Theorem: Let X be a Banach space under · 11. _I I -
. Each of the following is-necessary and sufficient that-'Y-
-. convergence be equivalent to a norm convergence: 
(a) - * 11 ~ 11 _-+ O implies boundedness or (~} under 
ll.~JI, 
(b} 11 • 11 and I I • 11 * are equivalent, 
(c) Xis complete under * I J • 1- I • 
. * 
· Proof: · (a) impiies (b): Let J fx 11 ~ O, then, as in n -
... , ......... ... 
the proof of the corollary, we can show that .11 ~l 1-+ o. 
(b} implies ( c} : Obvious since 11 • I I * is a \ 
linear metric on x. 
(c) implies (a): • I I • 11 and 11 • 11 * are complete 
u -





~ It is clear that (b) is a suffi~ient condition. 
' ~ i._ • · '-' . · 1.i 1 ~ 4 . ··- ~ ...... • "-. ~ ... : 6, • )....i1'°: \..• "1' ~-1--: .ft ....... W1 ~ ~ ~ _,.·:,,,·-•'\ ~-- '"..._~ . q~ ~'.,.. "'''"' '!'. · . .._ -• ·---. ...... ""·' -•,. 4. '· ~.,,_ ~ ..... •4.:'~.'"'• .. ,,. • ~- .... 4"'• .-...,.. ,.,. "" • ;• 1,· • .....;. _.., ~._, ~ - :.,., -~ • ·-~.. ., -.. ,,,.._ ·: - •• 
Further-
ii more, _ (a) is a necessarr.1 condition as vie now_ sr1ot1. Let-
' ' 
'• 
·· II~ 11 ~-. 0 and suppose 11 ~II-. 00• Let xti = jy~ 11 • Then 
· ~ 1. o and by lemma 1.,2._2. 11~1 I-} o. ..But ~his is impossible. 
.:---.. ~--
true also if Xis a~ -space see 
- . . . . . . . ... -. . . . . • . . . . • • • ~ .... """"'1tl.o . - ' 
•, 
~ 
~---------------· --···---~-- - - -Ma-zur -- and Or-liez-~- { 1-2]. -
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.. We will say y-convergence. is "metrical" if it is pos~~ -
:-.-: ... 
sible ·to introduce a metric on X such· that the metric con- · 
· vergence is equivalent to.y-convergence. 
), . '~ 
1.2.5. Remark: .If y-convergence is metrical., then it 
is equivalent to 11 • I I convergence.o 
Proof: Let~ 'to and let (an) be a scalar sequence 
:· F 
with an~ O. Clearly" then, anxn 4 O so that the Iiletric i~-- __ _ 
-
an F-norm., a.r,id the remark follows by corollary 1.2.3 •• 
-~ 
3. Some Examples 
,• !.. 
In the following., (X, 11--11 ) . d~enotes X under the topology. 
-induced by 11. 11. · Similar notation will be used thro'Ughout 
the remainder of this paper. 
We now state two more postulates: 
, f_ostulate (ii): The unit disc, S = Ix: 1 lxl I ~ 11, in 
-
* . . ·- . 
C x., I I • 11 ) 1 s I I • I I -comp 1e t e • . 
· Postulate {iii): If x is in X and (~) is a sequence 
. * 1n X converging to x under 11 • 11 , then 11 x 11 ~- lim inf 
- . -
'--
11 xn 11 , i. e-. , 11 • 11 is a· lower semi-continuous function on 
. * (X, 11 • 11 ) • 
....... Y',._ ·-..~• l''f ........ ~ ,1 ~~•· .• _, • W ;· ,•: •• t • ..-.-.., .... ,,, . ,..,.,..__ ,,._ . ._., •• · ·t.••- ,&t.i ..... ~ ...... ~.•-1-"•·•·~ ~ •. c.«,.:,O·".•·.·f/r.,·-,·---"1-"•. ,. '-,;" ... \'l - ._:.._ • ~I •.. "\•,A ·,:4\ ·-.4i..,..a.:__. la, .... 
1. 3, 1. Lemma! (X, 11.1J111. t I*) sat1sf1es (111) if' and 
. * 
enly if S is closed in (X, 11. 11 ) • Hence,. in the non,. 
- .": , __ .:..._ - ~--




. . _ · . _1);,~,.,r,r: n noneC!C!~J'l'tr ... a.""',..· .. "'AU· "!.P.·!-~R.:t ,:,o..nb. -·~~d-~·'k-1.. #..~1 ... P ... ~~--j~J. ,.J. i···~··· • • ... · .· . ., ...... ,, ,, .. 
.• "•t ·~ I~ t • Ct ce. l#a ..... ~ 411 •£, •• a a •• Ce-~ 4 e I. " «_, .... v~ ~ 'l!lf-.zt •• •Jri1.• -~- ~...,..;.)L_ .) ~4',~ a., .£.. '..IJ.. 1- ._,:.£. W, u ~v.&·A. .... li-.,·'-"4'.J J.-.,._,..;.a.- 1 l • r 




Ix: llxl I ~ kl be cioted for all k • 
., .. ' 
-
' .· } 
' 
r.: .. 
. ·1-~~--. r :-•. 
·1 •. __ • . .. -
":'-----· 
. . . 
.. ._, . 
. .,_, : .... -
.----~- 7 - '. ".'- _· ' ' --~.,.t\9 
' 
" 
. __ . ____ ..... -·-~- ~·-:·--~ --· .. ,- _ ·····-- _ ~~. ;L_emma shows that .(11_1) follows ... fr.om .. (~~-) ._, __ · _HO;weYer~ . -~· .. '-··--------····-··-----
, 
. 
~- there will be times in the sequel .w.here (111) -alQne will be · 
. f . ~- -
. 
assumed. Spaces ·satisfying (iii) will be termed "normal". 
· Now let us consider some examples ··or· two-norm spaces· 
satisfying {i) and (11). 
1. 3. 2. Remark: Let p > q ~ 1 be integers and let 11-11 P · 
·· · · denote the usual norm on LP = LP [ O,. l] and I I o I I tI?.a t on 
··~----·-----___ ._ .. _____ - .. - ·---- -·---- ·-- .. _._ ... ,,_ . --·---·- .. - -.. -- ·. .. . -.. . -. . - ... - ... . .... . .. .. .. .. -. ··-· .-- . ·- ... - q. . -. . --· 
· Lq = Lq [0,1]. Tben (LP, I I-I IP, 11- I lq) satisfies (1). 
' 
., 
Proof: LP ~ L q C S., where S is the space of meas~r~Q.l.e. __ .. .. . -- .,. -.. · - - -
.. 
., I 
' : - ... 
[ ] _ . . .. · ·· - · J J _ f I r < t )_I 
~ction,on 0.,1 •. For fin S, let f - l+f f'(t}l dt. 
0 
It is easily seen that Sis Hausdorff arlti LP and Lq are· FH 
sllbspaces of S. Hence I I •. 11 P is stronger than 11 • 11 q. 
1.3._3. Example: (L2,I I -112, I I- If 1)·. We have already 
seen that (i) is satisfied. Let A be the set of simple· 
functions on (0,1]. Then A _C: J,2 c. L1 •. _Furthermore A is 
IJ;, • • I • ' 
dense in (L1, 11-111), so that 12* = L1• · Let (~) be a 
sequence in the unit disc of (L2, 11-112) which convers+ x, 
x 1n L1 , under 11 • I I 1 • Since (~) convergeS to x in the mean 
. of order one, . the!e 1~ a subsequence (~ ) which converges to 
I(:'. . - k . 
< •• ~ ~ 
. _ .. · · x poj~ntwis~ a~ e=,~ Thus ~: .. ~ xc: .. PQIDt.t~!.+§e~~_fl· e~ ... :ri-Dd . .P3: .. Fa:t.011.1.a .... 
.. :..,. ·:, l···· ,._ """"'- '"t-. l::.-J . .... -~:···· ..... ,. '.• ', ..•..• ,. -··· ........ ' .... , ••. -·--·· .,.... ..._ ~·, ... •. '<~- •. J, lk. ,, .. '·"" ·. . . .. . . -"-'" . . .. 
lemma.· i ixi i ~ < lll\1 ii-1f I 1x 11· 2 < 1. Tnl.tS i,.ii,l ~ and. hence 
:? • • • = . ._ . nk = . , 




ltl\·,.· '!t~- ,.· . 111.~~- • ·{\ 
may be characterized as;· . X 1.,, X if and only if . .. . ., · ... ;;;.:;-;-:- :-. ... , .. . , . .n . ..t::. ..... • • ·, • ·,!I..: l. ·t .!!II .! ~ :3 ~ ~ !. ................ ~~-~ _.._. .... . I 
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__ 1,···~ '~ 
. FJ 
. ·- .. . ~ _., ..... l.!..1! ,4-'-.~Q.lll_pJ..e.; (L~., J l -J I , 11 • 11 *)" where · 
1 lxl f ~ = r l+xx t t ... dt. It can then be shown that L1* = S 
I"'\ 
V 
and that (i) and (ii) -a~e. satisfied. Moreover,. -y-convergence 
. may be characterized as: ~ 4x if and only if_ 
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• 1, 
- I 
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1·. Preliniinaries · 
\ 
. ' ~ Unless otherwise· stated, it is supposed throughout this 
chapter that (X., 1· 1.11 . ., I I• I I*) is a two-norm spact:S satisfying . 
postulates (1). and (iii). · It is further assumed that 11.11 
.. 
· is a norm and that (x,I 1-11~) is a B:-space, i.e • ., there is 
00 
a ·sequence of seminorMs ([.]1) such that~ [x)1 = O implies i=l . 
x = o. If we set 
• 
* 00 1 flxll => ::Jc• 
, lc=l 2 
[x]k 
l+[x]k · 
* 11 ~ -x 11 _ .... o 1r and only _ 1t 
·t-:.:: ... ' ...... ~ ... , . * . 
then I I • 11 is an F-norm and 
{xj1 ~ Lxl2 ~ a a •• ; and, in ra.ct, we shall -do this .later. 
- -
. . " ' ' . - * 
. The spaces conjugate to .(X., 11. f I ) and (X, J f • f I --) will be 
· denoted by C and c* :reSp8CtiV8lY, T.e., the set. of. fl.inritlOn.;. ~,i'~-
• I a ... ..f ,_. .• - :W, .. , ~ ' • - 4 Jfl ' • • • .,. a 11111 • I _I .. /r' • ~- ,I • .... • ' . . • • • • • • • iii. ·# . • ' ~ •- ~ ~ . • :" • ~ • ., .,, "" ,.. • -4 I . I t • 
. . '· •.-' .. -- ' . 
als linear and continuous 1.Ulder the respective topolegies. 
By a 11-y-.11riear 11 tunct1o~l we mea11, a functional r on X. which 
' "". 











---~f{-' . . : ' 
1s\11near and satisfies: .-· .. . ·c. 
,.. 
1· ( ~- 4 x implies r(~) .... r(X) 
" The set 9f ')'-linear functionals wil.l be written as c..,. It 
. ~ * . is clear ·that c c c'Y c. c. 
. 2. _1.1. Lemm.a: Let X0 be a dense subspace of a normed 
* ~pace (X,I f .f I) and let JI.I I be an F-norm on X coarse~ 
. -
than I 1-11 and satisfying (iii) in X0 • Then (iij,) is also 
satisfied in x. If 11. H * is a norm in XC), it is a norm in 
X too. · lf. 
The proof is elementary. 
we·are not assuming (X.,I J.I I) to be complete. However, 
~ . 
in many cases of interest, this may be assumed for the com-· 
pletion X is again a -two-norm spag_e satisfying (1) and 
"' 
-- --(iii). Let xeX and let (xn) be.an element of the equiva- . ~-
... ~ 
lence class given by x. Since(~) is I I-II-Cauchy, it is 
- * . N, * * also 11-11 -Cauchy, and so we define I lxl I_ = lim I lxnl I_. 
This value is clearly independent or the representative 
chosetl~for x. 
f 
~. -~., . __ ., __ .... '"·· • -~-- ~-.... ,£!);,t}.:,.J.'1}!£.t.!1! ~- ~ .JXzJ L:.Ll ,J. i :. LJ.*,J _ ip ~ • P.!1~_-A9tfJL~P~2J~ 
satfs:f'yin& (_i) .and (iii). Eve:r~y continuous linear functional 
' . 
on (X, 11 • 11 )- may be uniEiuely extended·'··· ~e a ~.entinueuEf linear ·. 
. -- . ; . ... 
. ,, :. flu'l,ctlon~l qp. .. (~., ... LL. 11 ) • Furthermor~, the _-y-linear rune-
·:· ~ ;t. ·"' ·• • " ._.,,. " ._ .., -' • - • 4 ,.. <ti •• ... q ·.. ~ 11 II ... 1 ....._. 
- ~ . . ... * ~ tionals and t.he continuous linear ftmc_tio~als on {X-! I I • I I ) 
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- . . * (X, 11. t I, 11-~··1 fr"··) and continuous linear. ·runctiQP..~fl" on 
- * (X,., 11 • I I ) respectively.· 
Proof: The first assertion follows from the previo~s 
lermna. The proof of the second is well-lmown, and the 
/ 
others follow readily •. 
. ,· 
2. The Null Sets 
' * The 11,1-closure" of a subset, Y, ,of (X, 11 • 11, 11 • 11 ) is 6 
~-
.. / 
J • J; !'{"<1,l , ... ' 
the set of all )'-limits of sequences in Y, and every set 
including ·1ts ')'-closure will be termed u,1-closedu. We shall--
denote they-closure of Y by y(Y). Note that normality need 
not be assumed in this section. 
-
2.2.1. Lemma: Let X1 be a linear subspace of 
(X, 11. 11, I I • 11 *} and ·sup})ose that x0 is not in· the -y-closure 
of X1 • Let X2 be the linear span of (X1,x0 } and let f be 
defined on X2 · by f(x) = X where x = z + A.X0 • / Then ·r ~s 
y-linear on X2. 
"\ . j 
Proof: Let(~) be a sequence in X2 with~ l.o. Sup-
pose r(~)f+ o. There is a subsequence, say <x:i), and a 
(x ii) n.P (v•J· ~uf"ch t"h' ~t· er· (v 11 )]·1 """""~ 7 '-" ..... ,..e,.. ..,__ a 11ri1-;.!..&..t, c. -n 1 ; -- ··n w v • -~ .,~ vVA'& Y\°';J. 5 .:, \,V _ .- Ill.I. ~ n . 
·wrlte· x_~ = z" + f(x'')x ·• Then z" + t(x'!)x X> o and so n n n o · · ·· n -n o . 
z~ [r(x~}]-1 + x0 4 c.o = _o. But this asserts that X0 is 1n 
· · ··· .··. · . 'Y(X1) c~ntrary to our }lyP()t}le_~is. .· :: :~_:_· ---~:-=~ · __· __ ·_-~- ............ . 
~~ ..... -.:..-- ~-----~-----~-· ----·-----··-··--. -· ----· - - ______ •s;. 
- --·-- . ·-·---.-· ,-· - - ·-- ---·---~--- ·-
. ,· ~ . 
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. i' . * 
A subset H' of (X, I f. 11, 11 ~-1 I ) is the 2.2.2. Theorem: 
• ·,, •• -~ • • .• r •.• ' 'J ~ ~ • • - • • • ..... ,, ·•--''"' - ;..,,-~-. "'I"'--•- "'"-1,j'""'O•••-;.- •·•-•·•--•- ' .. -
_ null set of a non-tri-vial ')'-linear functional if and only 
if it is y-closed, linear, and of deficiency 1. · 
Proof: Necessi~Y- is obviou~, and sufficiency· follows 
from the lemma. 
I m * , . 
For any subset A or X, write A == U An Sn where 
n=l ---·-
-* * Sn = Ix: Uxl I ~ nJ and B is the closure or B in (X, 11-11 ). 
We then have: 
2.2.3. Theorem: 
.. I 
A is 7~closed if and only if A ·=·A • 
Proof: Firs.t consider the necessity. - Fix n and let 
~~* X:E An Sn_. 
* 1n 11.11. 
There is a sequence (xn) in An Sn w.i th ~ -. x 
Then ~ 4 x, so x€A. Thus A "sn·~ ~ A for each 
00 
n, and so AI C A. But A = LJ An Sn C AI. Hence A = AI. 
Now the sufficiency. 1=: AI implies that A!) Aft S~~ 
for any n •. Let (xp) be a sequence in A w:f:_th ~ 4 x. Then 
' ... . for some M, XP€ · SM for all p, so that 11~ .. xl 1. ·-+ O implies 
XEA. 
As we shall see in section five-of this chapter~ 
Mazurkiewicz-·has constructed an exampl~ for which -y(A) -is 
-
,-: 





~~Y famj.ly of ')'--closed sets is ,=closed, there exists for~ ·· 
··any set· A ~- smallest -y~cl~sed set~ ~j(A)., contain,ing A. Now 
~ . 
. . . .. ' 
write 'YQ(A) = A a.l'ld 1'a(A) = 1' ( U 'Yb(A)) for any oP.dinal. 
b<a ~ · 
' . a > 1. ~le then 1'.ave: . : -·--tllill!llll!t' 
-
2~ 2.4. Lemma: '9(A) is identic~l with "1m
1 
(A) where m1 ·. 
is the-- smalle_st unc~table ordinal. 
. . 
... - -------- ------- - ---------~-------~---~-
- . . .: . .,._ I. • • 
- - . -~ -- ·---··- --~- .. 
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{A). Let (~) be a sequ~nce in 'Ym
1 
{A) with · 
-¢ 
.,· -~ 4 Xo :Each ~ is a ')'-limit of a sequence in 'Yb{A) for , . 
~ 
- --- ,.:. 
s~me countable ordinal b. _Ttius xe-y{ 'Y1llo (A)) and xe-ym1 {A). 
. . . • .. 
Hence 'Ym
1
(A) is -y-closed and so includes -:Y{A) •. 
,.. . 
. 3. Representation or the )'-l~ear Functionals, 
-2.3.1. Lemma: Let H be a closed~linear subspace of 
- .. 
(X, 11. 11 ) and x
0 
not in H. There is a constant A such that 
hEH and I ra•xo+ hi I ~ 1 for a scalar a, imply I lhl I ~ A. 
·, .,.... . . 
Proof: Let Y be the linear span of (H,x0 ). Every ele-
ment of Y may be uniquely written as x = h(x) + a{x)x0 where 
h(x) is in·H and the functional a ls continuous on {Y,I 1-1 I) 
since its null set is close·d in ·(Y, 11-1 L). Thus, letting 
x = a•x
0 
+ h = a(x)x0 + h(x), I lhl I = I lx-a(x)x0 1-I 
. . 
~ 11 x II + I I a 11 • I Ix II • I I x0 11 ~ 1 + II a II · 11 x0 II = A. 
2.3.2. Theorem: The general rorm of the 1-linear :rune-
* ti ona ls in ( X, I I • I I 1 I I • l I ) 1 s 
where gn e C ~ and 11 f-i;) I-+ q. 
e, 
' 
Proof: It is suf:ric.ient to consider only po:ri-t;riv1~l 
functionals. Let fEC~, f ~ o. Denote the null ~et off by 
. - .. . • • ~ - • - ·- - .•• - ... ~-·' -·~ -· -· • - •• • • ••••••• -~ • -·- s .~-·-
H and let x~~X with i'(x"') = l~ Now note that for any positive 
V . . "" . -- -- -- - . 
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- 13 -
. - \ 
. . -
. - . . Hn S . it is in S by the normality of x. 
.. ---·· -~· ---.·-...-·-···~.:,._., ___ ·~·- ......... ·····-··--- "· .--· ... n.. .. .... . .. . -·~ . .n. . . . . . . . It then f'ollows 
. ' 
"-. .. 
that Ht\ Sn= Snf\ H~ = Sn" (HnSn~) = HnSn~., i.e • ., the set 
· Zn = .Hn Sn iS closed in (X, 11 ~ 11 ~). · Furtherinore Zn is con-
* Hence there is a gnec_ sue~ that 
{ < l for xezn Szi(~) = 1 for x =XO. 
I' • 
This impl+es that I~ (x) I < 1/n for xeZ1, _for assume 
I~ (x) I )" ~ for some xeZ1. Then nxezn and .I~ (nx) I a, 1, 
a contradiction. Let rn (x) = f (x) - gn (x)., then 
{ ~~tor XEZ1 I f n (x) I = O for x = x . 
o. 
Let __ X€X with 11 x 11 ~ 1. Then x = h + ax0 with heH and., by 
the lemma., the~e is an A such that 11 hi I ~ A. Thus I/A e Z1 
and 1 t follows that 
. / 
lrn(x)I = lrn(h)I =-A lrn(h/A)I < A/fl· 
Hence 11 rn 11 ~ A/n which yields 11 r-~ I I -. O and 
·-~·,[' 
r(x) = lim ~(x) for all x. 
.. '""· 
' . . -
~., ' 
We shall .now show the SJ1f'f'1c1ency of the rep1:13sentation._ .. 
' 
-- ··-- . ····- ··-- - ··-
· and the -theorem : . · f'ollows. 
.,- - r 
The previous theorem show;s that-C'Y is equal to the closure 
* . ' * or C in ( C, 11 . 11 ) . This assertion is not true when .11 . 11 · 
,.. 
...... 
-···--·~;, -· - ··---~.-: : -·--· -· .- ·- , .. - . --· ---·. -- .. '.L .. 
. • ~ f ' . 
··-
1- -
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" is only-an F-norm. - co--·- . ·. Let X be the space -L. or essent~ally · 
~ 
bounded measurable functions on [O,l], and let 
11_~11 = ess sup lx(t)I, llxll* =/1lf£fH1 dt. \ 
0 
In this case c* = ·101. However, these, are non-trivial 
functionals iri C'Y sin:e 11 xi I* = .f Ix( t) I dt leads to . the 
· * 0 r 
same )'-convergence as 11 xi I • Note that the lack or local 
con~exity causes the difficulties here. 
The tl1eorem also shows that r is ')'-linear if and· only 
if for each E > O it Diay be represented in the form 
f(x) = g(x) + h(x) 
-
* where geC, heC, and I lh~I < E. The necessity is clear by 
the theorem. No~ consider the sufficiency. For,.,Jevery 
I ' * • . . 1 
_positive integer n there are gneC ana hneC with I lhn 11 < ii 
. ' ' 
~~ch thaf ''f' = gn '+ hn. Then 11 f'-~ 11 '= *I I hn 11--. O as n:-. oo. 
}lence fEC'Y since c.,, is the closure of' C in ( C, 11 . 11 !_: ' 
;-_-.... . 
--
2. 3. 3. Lenuna: If Y0 is a linear subspace of a normed 
_ _ space (J, I L· I I_), !Ild i_f Y-0 £Y0 ,. t!'len the~e is (yn) in Y0 !uch .. ~ .. 
. . t~t . . . . . 
!'it•-'•-.: ••• ·-~->---··*· .. ~~\ ........ 4-. "'-en, •"-- - W ................ " · ...... ~ S:, -~~ ~-· r ...... : --=· .. ;;.,-.. (1.,... . .-.t:1. ::I.:· ....... ·..a.; . • .,...r..t,. l&, ~Yi.~• .r .. --~·-- .... t;___ ........... .,.;..· ...... ~ ... --~ ._., ...... -'(~.-"' • ...... , .... -. •. Wi,i..-••1' --~AC.-"1" ""' ........................ ~~~-- ...... ~1 ........ ~ ..,c..• ... ,a'!'t'"4iu-~~~) .. -:-
co . 
> I lyn_ll ·< 00 • .. 
n·=l · - . .. . ·- . ' ' 
y = > y and 
.- 0 · ll=l. R · 
. 
Moreo:ver, for any E > O, (yn) may be ehosen so tha_t . ;-.- .. 
'., :. 
QO 
~111.rnJI ~ I IYol l + E 
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-~--~ 
"' Proof: Let. E > 0 and let (yp) be a sequenc'e in Y0 - --
converging to _y0 • __ For _each positive integer i there_ is .an 
-~·- -, 
Mi such that m,'n ~ Mi imply 11Ym-Yn11 <'c!/2i+l with .. 
Mj > MP for j > p. Let K > M1 and such that . 
J lyK-Y0 l,I < e;4. Then I IYKI I < £/4 + I IY0 l I. _ Now let 
Y' = y 1 K 
y~ = YM1 - YK 
y~ = YM2 - YM1 
. 
,,? .. 
· and, in _general,· for n -~ 3, let ·y~ = yl\i-l - yl\i...:~ . . Then 
n 




11 YK_II + 11 YM1 -YKI I + ~ 2 11:v~ -yl\i_1 II 
' 
. . 
· This· lemma inunediately yields the following alternative 
form of theorem 2.3.2. 
2. 3. 4 o Theore·m: The general form of the 1-linear 
* .. functionals in (X, 11 • 11 , 11 • ·l··,,-J,n,,··--) is 
00 . 
._, ....... ~ .. ~~ ....... ........ 'j,.,,.."'-,,,;. C a... lia, .. ff,, ......... ~ ... b? ~ ...... •~ ..• ,:( 1,..~ .. •·ar.•·· .1:-.,.."r --c..:: ,t,,t...lz. ...... · .... ., ...... " ..,fff""-t-'i.l,..• .-;;...,..;:--... ""'-· .••.. -··- :.. .•. t- • , .......... ,.,,1 • ''1' ·-wr. • , f i~ • _ . • ·---· .. -   -  ~ -rr·· .. )' -· .. ,.,.. .· .. .- -·· ,. __ ') '..,,;"''"' .. ,.:, .. ,.. .'.·' .. ., ........ ..1.,,.-,-.,,,,,, ... -.... , . ..,.. ... ~ ........ :.:.· "'· -, ...... ·...,.,.~ .... ..,, .. • •• ; "'' 
. . . . - . _. . . - . . - . , - - - . , A. .: .:__ ... ·5n \ .Iii:. .. , . ,. -- ~-. -. . . - . .. . - - . . . . . - . -
· . n=l · ' 
.. 
QO 
. * . I . t 
. where ~ eC _ and .. ~=
1
11 Esn 11. < co • For any C > O t;hi~ repreiHm-
GD •. ,;,--
. . 
.to ·-:-:- .- ••• 
. 
.. . . ~-~~~.~r .. -~,-~.~~ ?~~sen so ~hat ~
1
1-1~11- S 11 rl I + I 
n= ·i. . . 
:/. 
.. 
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. •• ~ I . • ' -·. • -.............. • • ' • ·-,. > , • ~ a - . ' • ·- -• I ., ... ,,·,-- •.. --\ '-· - ... - ..• - - C '. ,, __ C'S=,:_--,~·- .• _, 
-16 .' . ,, ·,' ' - - ... .. 
!l . . ,"i ... 
. · NOW let us suppose that the. seminorms (. ]1 form a non-
' .. ~ 
decreasing sequence. "Let c(n) be the set of linear func-
. tionals continuou,s When X is given the [. ]n-topology., I 
assert that· c* = U c<n). It is rather ciear that 
n=l 
c* c U c<n). Let fe U c<n). There is an ·m \uch that 
n=l · n=l 
rec Cm); so als<iiec<P )f'or p > m since c<1> c c< 2) c . . . . . 
Hence f is continuous under 11 xi I** = 'f: ~ . [x]k . 
· - k=m 2 l+[x]k 
But 11.. 11 '** s; 11 • 11 *, and so r is continuous under 11 • J J *, 
- -· --
* i.e., rec . 
. ~. -
2.3.5. Theorem: The functionals~ in ~.3.4. may be 
chose~ so that g ec(n). 
. n-
Proor: C ( 1 ) c C ( 2) C • . . • . implies there are 1\i. such 
. (k ) . 
that g ec n and k1 < k2 < . . . . ·. Let n .. , 
' I ~ g, = -{ g1 _ f'or n=k1 , _ i=l, 2, ..•.. · 
· n . - O e lse\'-1here 
00 





4. Wiweser•s Theorem 
< . 





~: ' - : .-~ 
. •; ... - ..... I• ~,.-.i, --~ .. , _:,~f }•"" ~,l. " .- .. ~ ,.,~~·.,, • ...... ~~ •l "_,·~. y'lt~~"~_ lllit~'~ •. • ,a, .. ~,\: ·- - ·. • ' - • • • "'" )I . ' .. l . • • .. • -- ;. . "-l ". '11, . .' • 4-...: •-. - ,; •• , • . ... .. : • . • -:-··· .. 
··"···· ·_, • ...... M ;::.;···· ,. " ' ... ,. ..... ln ··thls"· s'eC'tiCJn' we shall show there is a locally convex 
' ' ,., ' 
linear separated topology µ. on X such that sequehtial con- · 
• ')I 
vergence under µ. is equi.valent to -y-convergence . and sUch that 
...,; '\ - ....... ... 
. ; ..... _ 
. . . 
µ-eenjugate space is equal to ·c~ .. 
r 1 
-I 
S.uch topologizatton is 
essentially due to ,/\, ,tJi:tt~ger., _pee [18]., but the Olle given 
l-. '_··: -:"''"}... .. :. t / ' _...i ..... ,~ 
here is not Wiweger•s. 
' ' 
.... · .. ···.· 
:,·· 
. . { 
. . 
.. : . -· ... - - _.··. 
• - -- - .· i·,;T -
. ~· 
. 1 • 
. ·-- -· ~. -,:'.•" 
~: - ..... .. :.. -:. - -
. ·'-- ·. ·.-." 
,_;. . ... 
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" :!} \-:~ . . . . ]_ '. '· ... ····: 
the n-orm 
11 X I I A = sup ( :f { X) : t'e:A' I I r I I ~ ' 11 
.·' 1 1 l t t th i. ·· A · 1s termed "strictly s equ va_ en o e g ven norm~ 
' 
. norming" in {X, 11-11) if :for every sequence {xn) such that . 
./ 
~ 
supnlf{xJI < oo for every :fin A, (xn) is necessarily bounded. 
Every strictly norming -set is norming, but the-converse is, 
1n general, not true. 
·-·~-·---
* 2.4.1. Lennna: The set Y = If: rec, I trl I.= 11 is 
.. 
norming in (x,Jl.ll),·1n f'act, llxll = sup lr(x).: feYI for 
xex. 
Proof: , Let 11x0 11 = 1 anq let e > o,. The set 
. ' . ' ' . * . 
S = ·Ix :_ 1 lxl I ~-lJ is closed in (X, 11-11 ) since Xis normal.-... 
-
Now (1+ C )x0 is not in S and hence can be separated from s, 
·* -~ 
· i.e., there·is·an··f.1n C 'such that-~ 
.. 
r(x) { =
< 11 for XES 
for X = {1!, ! )x0 • 
However, 
"H' , -.-.,, .•-, -~~.• ·•1': .,..1••.,:.,. "- ... ' 1:,..:..i•-~'·i>t_.,."•,Uf- 1 .... -1' ~ ~ 6);,,t'i1allft.ii.~.- .... ,.a1.·•5', :J:r-,• 'lilt•{•"• 
Thus •• < 




"" 2.4. 2f Lemma; 
. - .......... 
Proof: Let {~) be . a sequeiice 1n X such that. 
.. 
.. , . 
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·-, ·.• 
....... _ _, ;; .:;. -:-·-:-:-, '.i..:··. 
...,- I 
-..•. _-, ·,;·· .. ' .-- ---c:· ,:-_·,-," ~:.:.·"~ . -· ·· .• _-.,-,. ~-.--~:- ";.:. '.·.·- .. :-
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- . / 
--· 
. 
bounded scalar-valued.functions g defined·on (~J. It is 
· elementary that B is a Banach s:pace under 11 g 11 ;;;:_ . .supn I g (~) I • 
Let T: cy~ B /.,e defined by Tf (~) = r ( ~) . T is clearly--
linear, and I lr-rnl I ~o implies that fn(X)~ r'{X) for each 
x€X. · Thus if Tfn-. g; then g = Tf~ Hence T is closed. Since 
C and B are .complete, it follows that T is continuous. Thus 
'Y . ' -
for any n and any f€C'Y, If(~) I ~ · supn If(~) I- = 11 Tf 11· 
~ IITll.llfll. But 11~11 :=sup lf(~):f€C'Y, llfll ~11, 
as one can. readily deduce from the previous lemma. Hence 
11 ~ 11 ~ 11 T 11 tor a11 n. 
Let (X., -11 -11., 11 • 11 ~) be the two-norm space under con-
., 
. * sideration and let T denote the topology induced by If .I l . 
' 
Further, let W = a (X,CY) be the weak topology on X under 
.c~.- Now let theµ topolo~y be TvW, i.e., µ has as subbase 
T\41. Recall thatµ is the weakest topology stronger than T 
,,~ 
and W. It is clear that µ is a locally convex linea~ __ separ-
·- ---.\ . 
r ated topology on Xo Furthermore, we have: 
2.4.3. Theorem: · ~ 4 x if and only if ~ ~ x'./ 
Proof: If ~ ~ 0, then~~ O in T, and I I l~l 11 is 
-~ 1. o. 
If .~ 4 o, then ~ ~ o in W a.rid in T. Let G be a µ.-
neighborhood o·r O. There are G1 anGl G2 ., T and W neighbor.-
- ~ ~ . _ ........ ·--·- "~, .. ,. ..... -
···.·~ . ....... .,. ..-..:, ·' ·~ ... ·- - .. - - .. - ••• -- ~ ......... ~ •. !l "! ~--·-
hoods 0·1~ o respectively,. s1.1ch that G ·:) G1 I\ G2 • ,· ·But (x-) 
. - n-








:.1 .... L1 .. ~- • 
. ··;,·_--: -i:·.~ .. ~:.J.!i!l.i&_tc !fA.ci;_·-· ---~~-iP" ~ . ·-·, ~ ~~~-~~-';·~:~: ::_.~: .. ,· 
,.,, 
•• - • ·: - ;·;_-:~ ,"' :_·· ~ ;-- :•:·; ,""!> c.'· ·.' -.-.. -·-.· ·:-' '· , ... ,_ -_.- ··.< _. >·, ····."i - , ·---~: ~:--> --~··: _. :• ·-·· 
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. . . . . . - .... ,. - ~- ·,~-..... ~-~-- .... __ . __ ._ "· . ~-
-·~- ';"• 
'J! ~I)-~'' 
. . ,e, 
, 
. ..;. . 
I 
·,',•··. 
. - ..... "tt ...• _ .... 




2.·4.4. Theorem:. A functional is 'Y-lin_ear if and only 
. ' 
if it is µ-continuous and linear. 
'l 
Proof: Let f be linear and µ-continuous, and let 
' '-.r' 
'Y. . . µ . (. ) 
-~ .:+ 0~ Then xn ~ O and so. f ~ ~ Q, i.e., f i~ -y-linear. 
Let r be 'Y-linear and let N be a neighborhood of o in 
the scalars·. There is a W-neighborhood of o, G2., sucr1 that 
r( 02) C N since f is W-continuous. Let 0 1 be any T-neighbor-
. hood o:r o. Then G1 n G2 is a µ-neighborhood of O and 
f(G1n G2) C N, i.e., f is µ-linear. 
'¢"' .. 
As we s~all see later, the requirements :that the topology 
satisfy the conclusions of the above two theorems do not 
determine the· topology uniquely. 
2. 4. 5. Theorem: If c* = c'Y, then 11 ~-1. I and 11. 11 * are 
equivalent. 
Proof: By ·normality and theorem 2.1. 2., we may assume 
that (X, 11-11 l 1·s complete. Let us first consider the case 
where I I • 11 * is a norm. * We may assume that I lxl I ~ I lxl I 
for all x in X. By the. Mackey-Arens theorem, of all the 
' 
locally convex linear separated topologies on X having as con-
( ' ~ _ .. _ . . .... . 
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' . . * 
of closed neighb-orhoo·ds 0 1f O for '7:(X, c- ) c:onsists of all · 
sets cf' tho f'c~ () lx: if{:;;:}! ~ li where r{) ie a subset of' c* 
- . ..... .;,..T _:!!a _.-:-,._ 
._, J. t \/,I 
compact in a( C.,., X) • · We shall now show that ¢ is bounded in 
. . 
·( . * I ' I I*, C , 1 • 11 J• * Note that the topology a(C ,X) 
/:?-
--··-·-·- * 
is identical t11ith the topology 1:nduced by a(C,X) on C • Henee-
" 
c/J is compact in a('C ,X) and it follows that cf> is bound:ed in 
--·-
. ... . 
i ·-!. 
... . ~ 
· .., · '· _;,,_,...._5: .... ,...._,,._.~,~-~~=~.,-.;,-,'--,·..., •. -.-~-~· -.··. -:·-.;·,-'··· • .. · .. ,., •• -.·-o· · ··· --.--;-:---•·-.~ .• -.. ,--;·· ,-.,.--,· 
--· ·:-·<·:'-~·>·~;,;, -·---".-··:- ,.-•. _.- .. 
.. 
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.. u ~ '··-~- . ,.. ______ ,.. ~ . 
_ a(C,X). So. for each x in x, there 1 is. an M such that 
.. I f(x) I < M for· each fec/J,. i~_e., <J,· is point~1ise · bou.nded on 
(X, JI. f I), , --, a tonele space. Moreover, each tin¢ is _inc. 
Hence ¢ is bounded i11 (C, 11 .11 )- by the Uniform Boundedness 
. . * 
Principle, and hence in ( C , 11 • 11 ) • Since X :ts normal,~ 
* * c = c'Y is closed in (c,I I.I I) so that C is complete with 
respect to both 11.11 and I I·. I I*. But then (c*, 11.11 *) and 
* ( C , 1· J .··I I ) are topologicall-y -isomorphic since each is an 
, . - * 
FH subspace,of (C,I f .II). So the identity map, i:(C, I I.I I)-+ 
* * {C , 11 • -I· I ) is a linear homeomorphism, and hence preserves 
. . *· * ' . bounded sets. Thus ct, is bounded in ( C , I I • 11- ) , 1 .. e. , ct, 
•.. 
*" is iI1cluded in a sphere Lr = If : 11 rl I_·~ rl. Thus 
(\ lx:lf(x)I ~ 11::> ('\ lx:lf(x)I ~ 11; lx:l lxl I*< ii 
f Ee/) f €~ - ----
r 
Thus 1:(x,c*) is weaker than the I j.j !*-topology on x. The 
~ conver-se follows by the · Mackey-Arens theorem. 
Now suppose that (X, 11. 11 *) is a B:-space with the · · · 














each of the seminorms [. ]n is weaker than 11. I I, there exist 
constants ¥-n such that [x]n ~ I\1 I Ix 11 for x in X· Let ~ 
< , • ~- . r-, /. , • , ··•-.=, · · - < - ·- •· · --·~ • -· •• • · • • · ·• -- O.:: c, ·, • "• ·:.,,;, <=,..;...,,:-..1.--~"-'~-"-··c, ... -, .... - ..... -'---'~· ·1 - ....... :.."""'="'..,-,._~-;•'• ~' h· .~ ... -:.1 ........ - • W "'•-- -~·--,,.-:,1,:-• ........ .,...:}-·_ ........ "•',< ........... ,,.., ... .. ,:..:_:.-..- ..;,. ~,--..(' ~" --.. .-.~~ -.:., ....... ..., ;'". - -···--i::-~·:·. .,..,:,, __ .. -· . .s-::, 7 • --c-...... .... -.=.,,-,!_-.. --....:i: ...... - - ....... _..,,~.,~ ... ~ ... ~ ..__ '!- ,. .... ~- .. _...__,.,.... _.. ~·· .. 
,, .... -·-. -· •· 
' t 
~... . 
. . cc . ~ 
' - - L . . . ti X I I * .; ., > ,c.> ~~ • IX l • • • . . .· .. JI 
n. 0 -1 n • n= L., ' 
I 
, I 
* . ·; 
. Then I I . I I O is a norm. Let (~) b~ a null sequence in : ·. 
. ~"- .. ,. ··* . '\_, . 
a-,,, •• ~ •••••• _. .• _-._· ... : ••••••••• (~~~t·l··J,~J_,.--\, ...... ~.:r.t,:.~4-.3~-o:t.r..a-~ ... ~h!:i'r. lr~] -a() -~Q "t"'l]--& 0,,1 'Pri72 --.~~·-~ .' -
. . (f --, I I • I O • ..L - • .....__ .&,· . ~ll~ .,;.. • ~ • ... -- - # _...,, - -"1:lf"t-~ •• ~ ~ .. ., 4 ... ..,,._,...,,.., ... ... f;:Ar\i4'.. ... , • . . . llllli 
. . . . .ll -. ... . . . .... ,_ , .... ..... '!'··~·-··· .. JII·· ...... ~-'llil 
· . Hence (~) is null ~n (X., 11.11 ~), and therefore 11.1 l: is ... 
' . * -+- -- . * 
stronger than- 1-J-~J I • It is obvious, though, that -1 lxl I . _ r - - , . o 
~ I I x I I for all x in X. 
-
:. •, 
' - .. . 
. -·· : ·-·-_.-,,.;_~::-.. ~:-.;~_•t:ftti"";."'4~k~i~~~\.;"?'·~·~~·*-1-i~i~t:..~.~ .. 
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We shall now show that .. 11 . I I O and 11 .1 t are eqm.valerit 
on bpunded subsets of (x,I I .11v Let B be a-oomlded subset 
of ( X, 11 • 11 ) • Let X€B and consider B-x = I y-x: yeB I . Let 
. . . 
. . ' ·. * (~) be a sequence ip B-x such that 11 xpl I -+ o. Then 
. ' I 
. I 
. 'Y • 
[~]n-. Gt as p-+ oo for E!ach n. Note that 
,. 
· 11 xi I: = "i: ~ . [x]n is uniformly convergent. on B-x by the 
n=l c- ~- " · 
Weierstrass M-test, since -B-x is bounded in (X, I· J'.) f ) • Hence 
'· 
. lim .) L {-*pln = f (lim ~ • Li1J]n)= o. 
p-+ oo ·n=l ~ ~ - n="l p-+ 00 ? Kn 
Hence 11 .11·* , I L .11 ~ on B., but we have already seen the re-
ef! 
verse inequality. Therefore l'I . 11 *. and 11 . 11: are eq'1ivalent 
, on bounded subsets of (X, 11 • J I). Hence the ')'-convergence in 
* .. '* 
. ( X, I I . I 1, , I I . I I ) and ( X, I I . I I , I I • I I O ) a re id en ti cal . · 
. * We shall now show that -y-convergence in (X, 11 . J I, 11 .11 ) 
is metrical. It will then follow by 1.2.5 and 1.2.4 that 
rr~,, and 11.11 * are equivalent. Let X 4 X in n 






. · note the conjugate space to (X, 11 , I I:). Then c* c. c: C.. C'Y . . . 
,~.._·~ ., . ...:_ ..... ~ ~ .... ~ ......... ~.-JW.4. .. .§ Q . . P ~, ~ •• 91 lnm J.J ~~-, .Y.h~:t .. (. .=:=; .. ct'l 1. -· J~y J~ b~ .... f trl:1 t .p1;rrt _ 2 :t __ ... ~ ...... , .. •«·". •. ~ 
. · _ t· I i I ,. * . :,- > t ·" . . . "" the . n1-.oof-. . he I I • I -tonolOP.:V :i.S S ,·ronttei• thati tr1e U-tonolottv. 
• ..,;· • ' -·."" • '."> - • ' • ' 0 "" • ._.,.., ~ ' . ... "-"ti 
~ * µ Therefore x -+ x L"l (X, 11 -11 0 ) implies ~ ~ x, which in turn - . n - . 
implies ~ 4 x. Hence -y-convergenCe is metrical, and so 
* ~I I, I I ... -~ t I I I · - 'r)"· -. ~,~·1·--., -.}j.a. 
~, 1 1 ~ 1 J . ana. 1 ! !! ! ! ctr t! 'eti u . v c1.1. e 10 • 
* Thus ·C = C only in the trivial. case. On the other 
. -y . 
"' 
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' . . * . . 
The above theorem is not true ii' (X, 11. 11 ) is only an 
--Y-spa.ce, i. e . .J, a complete linear metric · space. A counter-
example is given by (Ls, 11.1 ~' 11.11*), (see 1.3.4). In 
. * .... ' . 
this case C _ and C'Y consist only of the identically zero 
. functional. Obviously, however, the two norms are not · 
equiva ent, f'or otherwise C would also be just the-zero func-
tional. 
·. , it ~s the absence of local convexity that 
causes · the trouble . 




· / - . . 
. In this section we shall use the space (l1 , I L-11, 11.11 *). 
'L 00 00 
with- I I X 11 = . ~ I ~ I and 11 XI I * = ~ ~ rxn I to produce . ' 
n=l · n=l c· 
some rather disturbing facts. For a sequence (xh) in .t1 it 
. is rather easily seen that xn 'Z x0 if and only if' 
" ,, . '· . 
. 
sup 11 xn 11 < 00 ~d lim ~ = x:! for each positive integer. p. 
n n-> oo P . P 
I·shall first show that the space is normal. Let 












• / ··.,-,:n "' . 
.· >,,-- .-.. ·-
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- . 
--------~-~~ -~~- ·_ . --- -·---------- ---·---·---·-·- ----~~--~---- ---- -------.-- . ----- --------------t 
. 'J,...-!l •• 
. ~-- ~ ·"-----
. . 
I 
••·-···----.-·H •• 'f''' ·- :-· -~-·- =- - -=-·· ... ·: -.=.·-·-·~ --- ·~-- -'-'. ·· . ..,_ .:; .. ·.:....· - '· ·- ,. • - -· • • - · •• _- :,,__ _":;.;...,::.·.:-..::..=..:...~--:-.::·_~----. 
------;----- -- --- - -- - -- -~- -.·- -
··--·-····..,. 
- 23. ~ 
•r, 
So that • 
t 
. . . . M . . . . ., .!.. 1 o ~ 
-o/~ ~ ~ (~1 t ~ - ~I > < ~ 1 ~I~ - L 1. e. , 
for any n, I r.x11 - x0 11 * . > o;,Ji, a flagrant contradiction. 
Thus lj x0 I I ~ 1. and the space is normal by 1. 3. 1. 
--.· -
Recall that (.t1 , 11 11) is conjugate to c0 , ·the space 
or null sequences. 
.:>.• 
2. 5.1. Lemma: For sequenc·es, 'Y-convergence is equiva-
lent to weak* convergence in l 1 , i.e., to convergence in · ! 
. a(.e1,co). 
~ ,. co 
Proof: Let ·-x!1 4 x0 and let aECC). Then a = ) ak6k 
)'"'~here ok = (6~). It is easily seen that okec* so k;~t 
aeC'Y. . Thus a(xn)-. a(x0 ) for each aec
0 , and so xn-+ x
0 1n 
a(.e1.,co)· , 
\ a, CX) \ 
-no (1) _ - nn- o Let x -+ x in a l , c0 • For each aec0 , L aick--~ L a0k· 
Q) ~ ex; ' "' k=l <> • ·k=l 
- - . k n n - -k o · n n o · - · Hence. > &1x1m ~ > 61 x1 , 1. e., xk ~ xk for each k. _ j.1hus 1=1 · 1=1 
- * " 1 lxn-xo~ I ~ o. Furthermore, (x11} is - a(.t1 ,c0 )-bounded and 
hence is equicontinuous, i.e. , there is an M such that . 
·,. 
J 
I I xn J ! < M for all n. -· . "' ti,,- .. . .. - ~ • 
space of £1 which we tnay use to advantage here. Arrange all 
pairs of positive integers (i,k) 111 a' sequence and let· 
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The·, set M, of-- Mazurkiewicz, is the linear span- or the, set 






2. 5. 2. Fa-ct: xnE!Y(M) and xn 'Z x 0 • However x0 t-y(M). 
Thus, in general, -y(-y(A)) + -y(A). 
Proof: I shall first show that for any n~, xne1'(M)l. 
Consider the subsequence of the sequence of integer pairs 
-consi~1ting of (n.,k) ~,ith N(n,k) > n. It is clear that for 
. t_his su}?sequen'ce I J ~nkl I ~ n+l f'or all k. For each positive 
·integer pit is equally clear that lim x nk = ~- Hence 
k~ 00 p p 
this subsequence -y-converges to xn; 
-- It is trivial that xn 4 x O , and it remains only to 
show that x0 f~(M). Suppose there is a sequence (xP) in M 
with xP 4_ x0 • For each p, xP is a certain linear_ e·ombination 
~ • -
• • ; • )•o I! 
of elements of the basis of' M. · Let ap be the maximuril of the 
absolute values of the scalar 'coefficients in this linear 
combination and let 1 be the maximum of the first elements 
. ' p . 
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' 
that i -> oo as p-> co. p \'le may also ·write xP = xP 1 + xp· tihere 
x.P 1 is an element Or' ·1,·1 with o in each even position and x!'2 . 
f": 
-~--~. . i~ an element of £1 ,,-with O in each od(l_position, i.e., 
. ~ 
-
. .., ,. .. , .. .._.,.......,._. . ..._ ............................ ..-waw•,,•• .. • .. •11ff/·ta..,.,.v• •-li••s~ .. •••,.•ti••••·• 11.• c • .:O ••• 4• • • • :. •• • • • • 41.... c;::. ij 
x!Ji = ) 00 b.62i-l and x~ = ) b 6 21 where the bi's are 
·. 1=1 1 - - _- - r=r i - -- -- -- --- · - -- · -- - -· ~ ~ - ~- -
. --. .,,,._. 
- ·-· \. 
scalars. · Now xP 4 x0 impli~s ~-+ ~ as p-+ oo for each n. 
.,-
J. 
-------r-· -'!.--' .... ·=~------
.•. ..!,; 
,) . 
.. ,.j .::. 
. __ · ____ · ;•. --·-~ ... -·.. . . . . . ----
. ; 
Jrence ~ 2 4 o. ·This implies ap-+ o. , FQr suppose not; · there 
is an e > o such that ap is frequently greater than e , 
• 
I 
1. e., for any Q there is ___ ~ > Q such that ar/> c' • Then 
11 xP 2 I I > e i . p But ip ~ co as p~ 00 , which contradicts 
.xP2 4 O. Hence a r-> O, and then xP 1 4 O an_d so xP 4 o. Con-p · 
. 
tradiction to our assumptiGin that xP 4 x0 • Hence XO is rt 
in ,;(M). 
2.5.3. Remark:. In (l1 , 11-11, 11-11*) there is a linear 
subspace .. H and a 1'-linear--runation~l on (H, 11 • 11, 11 • 11 *) 
which cannot be extended to 11 with the preservation of 
Y--lineari ty. 
· Proof: . Let (xn)~ and x0 be as above and let H ___ _b~ the 
linear span of· (M,x0 ), Then (H., 11.11, 11.11 *> is normal. 
Since x0 is not in ~(M), there is, by 2.2.1., a ~-linear 
functional f on H such that f(x) ·= O for x in M and w 
f{x0 ) =.). ____ ·However, · ~here is no extension F of f onto 11 
~-
·:i. •• 






which ).s·,1-linear. Suppose there is; then F(xn) = o far all 
·n. But xn 4 .. x0 and so F{x0 ) = O + f(x 0 ) ~ · 
The remark shows that the extension theorem is, in 
-ene--, t:, J.. Cl, .L ' 
__ ....,......, ___ ., .. - ... -~- ..,.,.~ ........... ·• ..... ~-- • .....,.. ___ .................. -.- _,....._, •. ;:.:< .--.-~· --· ............. '"'" •-ct..,... ..... ~-.,. ..... ~ ..... ,,...._.._.. .... ~ .... -~ ... ~ .... ,..~~.-.e,-. ........ --,..-·.... --- • ·- - --..---·-· ....... -.: . . . 
- -- · ~., · -- - - Le~o _!r- denote the j j s J i -topology on X t·or a two--norm 
' 
-
' * . . space (X, ·,I j • 11 , 11 • I I ) and~ let V be the topology generated 
by all s-ets of the form I~: I f n ( x) I < an for a.11 n l whez,'e ( f n) 
' * - * is a sequence in C. with 11 f nl I · ~ 1 and where O < an and 
;- -- --an-+Q, i-.e.-, se-ps ef thi-s form---eomp~se a basis or- neighbo~~ 
hoods of o. * Let µ = TvV. 
~ ~ ... . ........ '! 
... 
.. 
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;..:.. 
- 26 -• 
'· l. -~~ .' . 
__.1---,- .. 
. ' .. -~-· 
2.5.4. Lemma: * .•. µ is a locally convex linear separated 
* ·.·topology-and µ _ is weaker than µ. 
Proo/f: I ·shall first show that each neighborhood of 0 
.... 
is abs®:t?~ing. -Let G be a µ·H~ -neighbor·hood of O. The1,e a.re 
01 and G2, T and V neighborhoods of O respectively, such 
Let xex. _ There is an c > O such that 
. " 
I b I < c implies b·x is in G1 since the T-topology is linear. 
G2 is of the form Ix: I fn (x) I < an for all n I where 
I Ir 11* ~ 1 and O < a ~ 00• Let m = g.J.b.'1a :n=l,2, ...• 1 , n - n, n t 
For l~I < 11~1 I, we have I fn~b~) I ~ 111>~1 I < m ~ an for all. 
n, i.e., b~ is in G2, Letting ,o = min ( lixll'£) we have· 
the fact tr1at I b I < 6 implies l»X is in G1 " G2. 
' Now G1 contains a balanced neighborhood or O, N, and 
* 02 is balanced. Thus N n G2 is a balancedµ -neighborhood 
of O included in G. 
It is clear that G2 is c·onvex and we may ass·ume also 
that N is convex. Thus N n G2 is convex, and it follows 
-~ 
<* -~- --Thus µ is a locally convex linear topo_logy. It is ; 
* also separated sLrice µ is stronger tli~n T, 
.. 






It remains to show that ~ is \A1eaker, than µ. Let (xa) 
be a net converging to O in the µ-topology, and le~ G be a 
-"" 
. ~ 
µ-neighborhood of o. Then G :> G1" G2, G1 and G2 as - above. 
. --,:~- --,--
. _c1eEy (x0 ) is eventually in Ch \ince, 1,.1. is stronger ~~, ·" 
T. Let m tie as above.~ Since x
0
-+ ct~tn the µ-topo,lp~~ ~.;;---~-
. ' 
··{'" . ·--. ~-
. -.... '. 
\ ..... 
_1 ·,, •• ·' 
-1 ·, 
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· r(xa)~ O ror every fEC'Y~ ThuS there is ail a0 such that c· 
· · __ a > a 0 implies I f(xa) I < m. Theref'ore (xa) is- eventually 
\~\ 
' in G2, and so (xa) is eventually in G. Thusµ is stronger 
* than µ ~ -
* 2, 5. 5, Lermna: xn 4 x if and only if ~ l!:. x. 
* 
·Proof: Necessity is clear sinceµ is stronger tb.a.n µ. * <J' 
_Let ~ ~ o. Then ~~ O in T and in v. By Wiweger•s lemma 
I I f ( xn ) I : f C *, I I f I I ~ 1,. n = 1, 2, ... I ,is bounded. * Since C 
is norming on (X, 11 • 11 ) this implies that (}en) is 11 .11-
. bounded.· Hence~ l.x. 
* * Note thatµ depends only on C . Hence for every 
.. * 
_ linear sub~J?JI.Ce A the µ -topology eon·structed for 
* * (A,I I- I 1,1 I. I I ) is identical with the inducedµ -topology 
-.. . * 
for (X, I I • 11 , 11 ~ I I ) • We then have : 
. . *. . .. ... ~· . ... 
·2. 5. 6. Remark: The µ --topology on ( .t1 , I r·. 11, 11 • 11 ) 
* is such that xn 4 x is equivalent to xn '!:..x. '®T_he 1'-11near 
* functionals, however, are not identical with theµ -con-
tinuous linear functionals. 
i,I,. Pr·oef: The fi:Pst assertion is simply -·2. ·5. 5.. If every 
* -y-linear fW1ctional were µ -continuous,, than every ·;-linear 
--- _ _ = ,...._,,.... .... ,.....~•-~ .. :;;,,.,_~,..-.= ,,~, «,.,.-.-,,, .,<. o• M.,., • .._ .~.-.··~· •. ,- .,.-- - •• 
0
,._....,..,. , ____ •-· .,_, •• ,~ ,..,,,__,. ~,."..-..~"''-,=,;. """'-"'=c·""'·~'>,._,~-..,.H--<-"" .,,,.. .• ,.,-,..,._,._·-">~d-~c,,•<~·~...,,~..,_..n .. ·-- _____ _...,..,.,.,•, 





seen. this is not so. t· :, 
· A topo,logy, 1:' l on (X, 11.11, 11.11*) will be termed '· 
''appropriate II if 





•. - -. .-:·.s 
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;);_1,-.. 
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r
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\... 
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' ' . 
~ to ~-convergence, 
• f 
'' (111) f~ is equal tb the set or linear functionals 
continuous in the topology 'I::' . -
2._5. 7. Remark: Tl1ere may exist different appropriate -
* . topologies for the space (X, 11 • 11 , 11 • 1-1 ) • 
Proof:. I shall first show that a = a(Js, c0 ) is apprQ-
- * ' 
priate for (.£ 1 , 11. J ·-1, 11-11 ) • · Property (1) is -clear and 
. ~ 
~-
property (ii) was shown in Lemma 2. 5.1.. · Let rec~ c c. 
Then fem, the space or l;>ounded sequences, 1. e. , 
00 
t(x) . = ~ an where (ak) is in m. Consider r,n 4 0 and 
,k=l . 
f(6n) = > O~ak = an-+<?, so .• that actually,. (ak)ec 0 • Hence 
f is a-continuous. Since the two convergences are equi va-
lent, sequent_ially, ,1t is clear that a a-continuous 11·near· · 
functional is also y-linear. Thus a(J£ ~ cc) is appropriate, 
andC =c. 
'Y .. 0. 
Thus we have two appropriate topolog1e-s·,--- o and µ, on 
·. * ( Jt, 11'. 11 , 11 -11 . ) • Since each aec O is ~-linear, and hence 
/ 
)t' 
µ-continuous, it is clear that a is coarser thanµ. We shall 
> 
. ........ ,. 
~ 
-·---·,,.. . _______ ..,_.,. __ i'i-:ot:r-· ',t='·n'"'·L"~a-"· ·-~ *"T""""fs'" .. "'st r:':""c·1·::Tv~r·j--ner~ 1:·nnn"Y<"T·a_.., ____ T~"':~~;;, ... ,. -~ ... ~;". ... ·,. ., .... __,, __ .11&':- -· ::. -·--- --~ -. ~ .... _ ... ___ ... ,,,'. Su.,.,~ ~----·,; µ --- - -- - _ :1:l.;t,, __ v ------ ------ - - :_ ..:..18" I 
--- ----· - --;-·-::;· --,--
V = lx:l lxl i* ~ 11 n G where o· is_ any ri(.ts,c~)-neighborhOOd_--c----~_- .. -~--j 
or o. The11 V ·is a µ-11eighbo1·hood of o. Furthermore, there-
' are no a -ne--1 N>h hn-r,h()Od s . n ft.__ n L1 'l-1 t't! 11 irl.od ; 'n ,, c:t 1"" I") A. Q ~?'~1""'!!'., ·O· ,:i!._v -- : • . • .. • : • ·•' . • ' ' •_:. 
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---~-------- , rt¢igh_porhood of O includes a linear subspace of. fin·ite- /-. . 
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.. ·~ ---. 
• p 
a.5.-s.~- Re·ma:r1c: There 1-s a .11near. space X w1th noxm· 
~' . 
11. I l and two weaker no.t'I~ 11-11 * and If, I I~'· such that 
. -
the ')'-convergences in (X, 11 .11 , ' ' .11 *) and. (X, 11 • 11, 11 , 111) 
- . . 
. . * . . * 
are 'different but ( X, I I • I I , 11 • I I ) and , ( X, I I • ·. I I , I I • I I 1 ) have 
the same set of ~-linear functionals~ 
Proof: Again consider £1 and let 11 x 11 ~ = sup I~ j • 
·- . * Denote the ~-convergence in (x,I f. I 1,1 I. I 11) by 11· The 
. 
'Yi-convergence implies 'Y-convergence, but not conversely, 
since (5n) · 1s )'-convergent to zero but is not ,'1 -convergent 
We have previously seen, in 2. 5. 7., that r1:c'Y implies 
•. 
fec 0 and conversely. Let r be 11-lipear. Since rec, fem. 
Suppose fEm ... c 0 , .say. f = (an). There is an e > o and a 
subsequence (an ) such that an > e for every i or -an )£ 
· ~ i i 1 
for every 1. If 1 t is the latter- Gase., just consider -r 
rather than f. I assume the ··rormer. Now consider the 
• 
sequence ·cxn) in ,, where 
- - - ' - . - . .... - . 
. 
xn { 0 j < n or j + ~1 for some 1 ..... -- 1 .. j j ~ and j ni for some 1· ~ f ~-:, ~ n - .: 't:l 
Then xn 1J. O, but 
L 
Thus f(xn) ~ O, a contradiction. Hence fee, i.e., 
, •. • C- ·O 
easily seen that c,. c C'Y
1
, i, e., c0 c: c,.1 • H~nce wer have 
C = C = c0 • ''Y 'Yl. 
.) 
.. 
. ( . 
--- --- --------· - --------·-
-
.. -···' --··-- . . .. -· -
·,' 
- ; 
--:------ --- - :.... . ---- - - ..... 
. -----------L-------·- ----- 1 








~ .. : 
.,,. 
-· 
. . . ; 
.. 
. In the next section we shall see sufficient conditions 
for the pointwise limit of ')'-linear functionals to be "/-
linear. In general, however, the set of functionals which 
are point,wise limits of a sequence of. )'-linear functionals 
', 
. * is ?arger than c,. .. Consider, _for example, (.e1, 11-11, 11-11 ). 
In this case, C = mJ and C = c, so that c~c c, but every 
r 'Y. 0 ,'¢ 
element of- C is the pointwise limit of a sequence in C. 
'Y 00 
Let f = (a .)em, i.e., f(x) = > akxk. Let 
n .. k=l 
fn = la1,a2, .... ,an,O,O,O~ ... I ec0 • · Clearly f(x) = lim rn (x). · 
6. .. , 'Y-'Y Contin~ous Operations 
_) ' 
For this section dr-0p the ~ ssumptions mentioned at the 
beginning of the chapter. The necessary asswnptions will 
be mentioned as we proceed. 
• • 
Suppose X ancfy a.re Banach s~aces and each is provided 
. 
' 
with a "I-convergence. A linear ·op-eration U from X into Y 
will be called "'Y-'Y continuous"' if it satisfies the condition 
t.hat xn 4x implies U(~) 4U(x). It they-convergence in 
Y i,s metrical ( and hence equivalent to the 11 • 11 -convergence);-~ 
t "' -·· -·· .... u .L.l J. U. VU..:> • . 
Now consider a sequence (Un) of linear 'Y-'Y continuous 
operations t-ri.th ( u·. (::r)) 1~~0nvere:e-nt. for. ea~~ XEX, _ Tl1e 
• , • • • , . - .. : , 1 . • ~ .. , , • • • ~ '"' • • • -,. ,i ~ -. -' _, ·.:. ..... -.·"":'"•• _. --. +-- + •4-' ~ 1 :i. .a.n 11_ .1 I! 2, ..._"" :1 I 2 • '* ~ "§ • '! .i_ • .f -~ ~ ~ ~ ."t ,:i • a• a a-~ ,. • _.. - • -~4 ·• ,,t • •- .-,-1" • 'T -. • W --. .. ,1 • ,- .. • • • -• • 4111' ~-""'":t, 
question naturally arises as to whether or not the operation 
- ~ . . .. ·-- .-... :.. - . -
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-have seen by the '.examp1.e of they-linear f'Unotionals en 
' * ,7 (Ji, 11 • 11 , I I • 11- - ) , the answer is "not ~ecessarily". How-
,ever, vie can state sufficient conditions to provide thi-s 
result. To this end we state: 
' . 
P·ostula:te (iv.): Let. S be the unit disc in (X, 11-1'1) 
and give S the metric · 11 • 11 *. Then for any open set G in 
S, G-G is a neighborhood. of O in S, where 
' . G-G = lx-y:xeG,yeG,x-yeSf. 
2.6.lo Theorem: Let (X, I J.f I) and (Y,I I. I I) pe Banach 
spac~s anQ. X ai two-no1'ffl spa·ce satisfying (i), (ii), and ·· 
-(1 v). Let (Un) be a sequence of linear )'-continuous oper-
ations from X into Y which is pointwise convergent. Then 
the operation defined by U (x) = lim U n(x) is linear and 
-y-continuous. 
Proof: I shall first show that 11 • 11 and 11 • 11 * are 
equivalent on S. By (ii), (s; 11- 11 *) is complete, bu-t~-alee 
· (S, I f • 11 ) is complete since {X, 11 • 11 ) is a l,3anach space. 
. * Thus 11 • 11- and 11 • 11 are equi valerit·-,ofi S since they are 
complete comparable linear metrics on the same space . 
./ 
v 'U" + X i·· n c...,, 1· m' n "11· es .c-1-..--t. V ( ·-- -..:.. -- )· A2 .J Al - 2 l !.J !!J:,1 ..L v!J.(!. U w __ , ioX.., ..:.. •l\.2 
. 
-- n .. = 
± Vn(x2) and V(x1 ± x2) = V(x1) ± V(x2). It is 
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. . . 
. * .· . . . ~. 
, · 1 lx-x0 1 I_ < e ,. xes implies 11Vn(x)-Vn(x0 )1 I·< 6 for 
. * 
n=l,2,- ...• .-----Let-G be an o~en set of (S, 11-11 ) with 
* G C Ix: 11 x-x0 1 I . < e I. BY (iv) G-G is a .neighborhood of 
* O in (S, 11-11 ). Let xe:G--G. Then x = x1 - x2 \\There x1. and 
X2 · are in G, and we have 11 vn (x) ll-= 11 vn (xi) - vn (x2) 11 ° 
. ' 
~ I lvn(x1) - Vn(x0 )1 I + l!Vn(x2) - Vn(x0 )1 I < 2 5. So Vis 
continuous at o. Let xeS and(~) a sequence with .,.. , 
. . * 
11~-xl I_-+ o. Then also 11~-xl 1-+0, so there is an M such 
that n > M'implies x -xeS. Considering the sequence thus 
. n 
"truncated" we have V(~-x)-+0 so that v(~)-N(x) and Vis 
· c~ptinuous on ts, 11-1.1 *). The -y-cont1nuity .of V now follows ··· ,, 
quite readily. 
2.6.2. Theor.em: Let (X, ll-11 ), (Y, 11-11) and (Y, 11-11*) 
be Banach spaces-, and let X and Y be two-norm spaces satis-
- ' ~ 
' * tying (i--}. Further, suppose that (x,. f;f .-1 f, If·. f J ) satisfies 
also (ii-) and (i V). Let (tf~) be a sequence of linear 'Y-''( .'""'/""_:."',--~-- ~ 
continuous operations from X into Y trhich is pointwise -y-
convergent. Then the operation defined by U"{x) = ')'-limUn(x) 
is also linear and 'Y··'Y continuous . 
... 
Un<.~) 4 O. , · 
· . · Let ~ 4 O and an-+ O where (a ) is a sequence of scalars 
"\ -~- n 
We may wri.te .a· = h. · e ? with ··b = f --1 .• · Le_t Vn·~ (x·} = en· :Un{x). · 
n n n . n .. 
· ' . I I , I t · . . · 
Fi ? 'V'>. ~~n 1~+- 1' I" t l -t n :· Chnn~a _ t_ --~ co Slt~:h t:v,~_f: ... _ --~-,-·---·-------•--
.n. !::' w.- """'.-" l ~ll I I ~ "'-"j ,,,,..___. __ -vn .· .. ._ .... _ ... ':~-'!?~~'°"''~15-.,..:!!"11>1 ••••.••• •••••• •••• .,., •• ........ 
lltnznll~o. Then VP(tnzn.) 4o so that llt;;: VP(tnzn)II 
~~ . 
= I lvp(zn)l 1-+o since t~->ci'"and (VP(tnzn))is 11 ... I J-bounded • 
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Ji'or xeX, 11 Vn (x) 11-+ O since en-+ O a.rid (tTn(x)) is 11: I I -
bounded. Hence by the.Uniform Boundedness Principle there 
is a K such that I J Vnl I < K for all n. Thus 
11 an Un (xn 11 = 11 en Vn (bnxn) 11 ~ o,· 8.l'ld we have the fact that · 
(Un (xn)) is 11 • I· I -bounded in Y • 
Now the operations U are ;,-continuous as operations 
n 
- * ~ from X t.o (Y, I I . I I ) · Thus, as in the previous theorem, 
/* 
.there is a neighborhood of O, N, in (S, l··f. l f ) such that 
* 11 V n (x) 11 < f- if x is in N, and the theorem follows. 
v·~.._, 
' I ~ ' 
7 ·~ -Some Examples 
For an abundance of example utilizing theorem 2.4.4., 
.-
the reader is referreg ~o section 6 of_(4]. I shall give 
. ~ . 
only two rather short examples. <-
. . a 2.6.1. Example: Let 1 ~ b <a~ oo and X = L. · Let 
. . - - . 
~ l·xl I = 11 xi ,I a. and 11 x:11 * ,;, 11 xi I b where in general, 
_.·I !xi I c = (f lx(t) I c) l/c . Marking the conjugate exponent 
0 
by an apostrophe we have 
. a I 
C = L 
. ,f'.: 
C 
:--...,_«?l"WTl'"'9t111Wa;II* =•-<•ce---·=- =•-,...,,,..·------ ___ .:r -zc::c=••- czn:r ••-•-15-------·~~-·- -·= -•- :z -.·--~.._ ... a -•••-•--ll"~lftcha. ,,-·_.--.....__,_ 
. _Recall that La is dense in L under 11.11 b so that . 
c·*. = Lb, 
·- · · · b. ' · a ' · · a ' · 
~Now L C L . .. and is dense ill L · · under 11 -11 a , , so .tflat ..... . 
a• C ·=L-~- =e 
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. a 
~-6-.2.·-Ex8!flple:· -Let l < a ~-•., · X = L1 ~, b -+ a w-i"bh · · 
- n - -
bn > 1 f'.or every n and bn a non-decreasing sEiquenc.e. Le~ 
llxll = I !xi la and · [x]n = _ I I xi lb 
-n 
We then have 
a•. * Uoo C = L -,~ C = 
n=l 
b' L n 
Evidently, c* is dense in La' undef 11.1 la• and again 





The Conjugate Spaces 
" 1. ~elirninaries 












Throughout .. this chapter we shall assume that ff. f 1 and 
* . . < 
- • 
- 11 • f f are . both norms. In the pr·evious chapter we had . 
" 
. . -. * "'-st 
assumed only that (X, 11 • 11 ) '!as a B~ -space. However, our 
restriction is not too great since_(as shown.in the .proof of 
* . 2.4. 5.) one may ~
1
lways introduce a norm 11. 111 in X, finer_ .. 
* ' . * 
.than I I • I I such that )'-convergence in (X, I I • 11 , 11 • I I 1) is 
. . . 




* ' equi valcnt tc ,-convergence in (X, 11 ~ 11 , I I • I f ) • ·In the ~,t- · 
, { 
. -
present chapter normality, i.e., postulate (~11), is not 
"" 
· · assumed tml~ss ~pecif:i.cally stated. . .. 1. .. 




. ··-·· ... 
- · . , it* ............... ~ ............ ,.,- 11 We asswne, natut·ally., --ths.ta=fi,·r _ .... fi-·weaker than 1 • · , ............ ·- .. -.......... ....., . 
. ... ~ ......... ~ .. 
. 
and, in fact, we assume that fQl? eaoh xEX, I !xi I* ~ I lxl I. 
-
,· 
\ , ...... ,......... . 'l'• ,~,...~ 
. \ . 
--------~ 
~.· r:_ < ~-··- C, •--',•,,-·• -• ·•. • 
.,;; -·, ... -·-·-,'-• ... ---~,.' '-• 
...... 
t • 
-,. -· -· -· ··: ~> - .. . -- . . . . . -- . -· - . ___ ., ____ -~·-~- ~.._,4 
·:;t·. 
) 
. . . -
.. . . ... -· 
. . .. . ~ . .. . . 
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A sequence, (xn)' ·will b~ termed 11-y-boundedH it 
_ tn~ ,"I; 0 for any null sequence of scalars, (tn). -A useful 
. fact now arises: 
,, 
. -.. . 3. 1.1. Lemma: (~) is 'Y-bounded .if and only 11'-
sup rl xn 11 < m, 
Proof: surr1c1ency is obvious. Let (x ) be ;,-botifided n 
and suppose sup 11 xn 11 
such· that I Ix 11 ~ 00 • 
nk 
= oo. _ There is a subsequence (Xnk) 
Consider the sequence.of reals 
._ { O, m =I= nk tor some k 
t = l - m I I x I I , m = nk for some k . 
nk . 
Then t -.o, but·· I ltn x J l ... 1 so that t x .J. o. . . _ m k--nk n--n -. 
* . . . •. 
· Since l I • 11 _ and I I . I I are. norms it follow~ that· thE4r , 




I are Banach spaces. Recall that C c C, and ,it is clear that· ·· 






s = Ix: x,x, I Ix I I ~ 11 -,;;. 
-'"·· . * ... 
s* = 'lx:xtiX, 1 lxl I ~ 11 
-· -
"\ 
. ' . . * . * ·-
. 6bvi0usl1,~ s· cs .and: l:._- c:; ~-._ .. -- ·-·· 
V ?'• a .. ,_ • ., . • • 0 • .' 1 0 J • • ·~· • • • '. · .•• ., • ~ 0 , • ~ J f • # • • • ~. • • • ~ ~ • # I • • l • I • we now··1:it~t·e · a .. ·1etnmEi.-"Whit!n··w1·11· 'be···o:r-·use· ·1ater·: - · · ·· .... ·· ·, -
! . 
3.1. 2. Lemma: Let U'be a linea~. 'Y-'Y continuous opera- -
' ' 
tion from (X, 11.1 L 11.11 *) to (Y, Ii -11, I l. 11 *), 'then U if3 t . ·-· - -
-
. -
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. , "fl~ 
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• "":,">I.Y'I 
· continuous" as an eperatien from (X, f J. I I) to (Y, 11 • 11 ) • 
- ·proor:···- Co:nsicler U(S) vrhere s is-_t·he unit disc of'--. -· -~·. -- ':'·."".' ··--.ir- .,. .. -- - . •· .~ 




(Y, 11 ~· I I ) since U prese:rves )'-boundedness and )'-boundedness 
is equivalent to If .I I-boundedness for sequences. Thus 
--U(s) is boW1ded in (Y, l I' . l l ) anct so· I f UI I < m.- ~ 
..... , . .:; .. -:-•' 
2. The Conjugate Spaces 
. 
. * For a given two-norm space, (X, 11 • 11 , I I • I I· ) ., the space 
* n * (c*,11 .• 11 ,II.II) is also a two-norm space with II.II the 
* * .stronger norm . ( C .,, I I • I I , I l • 11 ) will be called the ~ 1 
. 
. -,. - . -. . ~--- --- . ·* ,. . 
"y-conjuga te spa_ce" to {X, 11 • I I , 11 • 11 · ) • 
. . * ·* 3 •. 2 • 1. Theo rem : · ( C, , I I . I I , I I · I I ) is a ·normal, 'Y~ 
complete two-norm space. 
* . . . Proof: · Let 11 fn 11 ~ K for all n and let 11 fn -rml l -+ 0, 
as n,m-. m. Then for any xeX, f (x)-f (x) ~ O and we define 
. n rn 
r0 (x) = lim fn(x). So for any xeX we have lt0 (x)I . 
• < * * 
= I lim f n ( x ) I ~ lim inf I f n { x ) I < lim inf I I f n I I · I I x I I . 




( -;--, i t i i ' J.J. I I• I l J 
• • I I • I , 
and 
, . ~ 
~· * 
l'n~ 1· ,· ft· ) dennt~ ~hQ·~o~nQQ 
. .1..1 • • · ••- - v ... - ._, '-'°'Wt.#. 
'\- ~ ' . -
conjugate to (c, 11-1 le) and {c*, 11-11 *) reSpectively. Thus 
and · llfll* = sup lf(g):gec*n 1:*1rorfen*.·· 
' -·~ _,_, . ._._, 
(B, 11-11) and (D*, 11-11·*) · are the second conjugate spaces to 
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I (X, 11.11) and (X, 11.1 :1 *l respectively. Let c»C'Y), 11.11) 
... 
be tne space conjugate t (c-~, 11.11 h in this case 
11 r 11 = sup I f(g):gec*n l: I for · re))C'Y) . 
It is clear then that (D('Y),I 1. I 1,1 I .JI*) is )'-conjugate to 
~~~~~- -~-~---~~-~~ ~~-- - - - . - ' -
* * (C ,I I- 1 I ,If. I I) and so it is the second ~-conjugate to 
* ( x., I I . I I , I I . I i ) · 
. 
Finally, in .accordance with our earlier notation, let 
D'Y denote the set of 1'-linear functionals on (c*,I I. I l*,I I.I I), 
Since this space is normal, D)' is the closure of nC'Y) in 
* * ' , () * (D , 11 • 11 ) • · Also, we obviously have D 'Y · c D'Y c D .. 
3. 2. 2. Theorem: Let (X, I I. 11, 11 • , , *> be normal. Then 
(D("Y),11·1 I) ~Y be identified with the space conjugate te 
cc,., 11. 11 ). 
* . . . ~ 
,, .,., Proof: Since (X,ll.,jl,11,11_) is riormal, (c..,,_11.11) .. 
. * ~- . ,· . . . 
,, ... ts·1dentical with the completion of (C , 11 _.II). Hence their 
conjllgate spa.c·es are, in a sense, identical, and · 
* . . ' I lrl I = sup lf(g):g€C ''\ ZI = sup lf(g):geC'Yn .ti 
,. . 
Note, however, that in general the topologies 
~--·~--
2
·.J~--~.~-......_...,:::. ____ •• .a(ni!LJ1~J ... atu:'.L!l~;,il! ~. ~-}=2.m-1&-~~--~.qui va-le-nt,,,_,_ ~- Az..---.wo--~~-----------L~I 
. . ~ . * . . 
" . 
. . -~ '. .,l -.~ ,· 
see later (X, J f • I I , I I . J' i · ) 1··s oanor1i c·a11 y embedded in 
(D ( 'Y), 11 , 11 , 11 • 11 *}. Thus if these two topol_ogies w~re _ _ · ·~-- ______________ _ 
eq\livalent they ·would induce equivalent topologies on X-~d._ 
* . .., 
· it. ~,.,uld .foll.ow t!i.at C", ·,= C , a r~rnarlc ·not tru·e · 1rr · gensNl ....... ; ...... ·_ ... , ..... · ·l • 
- . - r - . 
. -NOtice also thB.t 11(DE·~+,cr*r:1.sw~ake:r·thari rr .r,· on-ntyt-- . 
- .· . -( 1') . . ; 











L ! .. J' 
.... 
..... f .-
' ' ' ~- .·• - f. .... 
~ . .._,_ . 
.... . 
. ::· ·-· .. , .. 
' . 
:--- -~ - - .. - •• - • -· ~-1.. 
..-~/ 
'---f~ 
.... , .. -,:, 
·--~.'t:1 
' * The first 'Y-conjµgate. space depends on the-norm 11-11 
' . 
. ,\. . . essentially •. Given a ·.strong norm jj. n and two ~eaker 
-
. 
* * ' ' ' 
norms 11 • 11 1 and 11 • 11 2 which give rise to the ,same 'Y-conT 
* * * vergence, the spaces C1 and C2, conjugate to (X,I I .f 11) 
* . . . .. .. · and (X., 11 • I I 2) respectively, need not be equal. The sec·ond 
~-----· ~---. ·--"···'·-··~---,- ·,.~,~ .... _-,,.....,...,= .... ..,;...~.-·-··- ··--~-'"~··"·"'''-' ---· ··--··. -··" .. ·-·. -· -- ·-- - -- -·- .,.. -- . • --= ·-·- . . . ... -·· . . . ··-·-- . ·- - ... .. 
,.,. 
• i. •• 
-y-conjugate spac~, nC'Y), however, depends only on (c;,.,I I I I), 
1 .. e., --~------· 
.. 
Let I -1 • 111 and 11 • 11! [fe. two coarser , . 3. 2. 3. Theorem: 
norms in a normed space (X, I j.f I) satisfying (iii) and 
.. \ 
' 
leading to the same claSs c,, of -y..:.11near functionals. Then 
the spaces D { 'Y) are equal in both cases. 
Proof: Theorem 3.2.2 .. 
Recall 2.5.8. whi~h showed that two coarser norms 
could lea~ to the same class c,, but determine different 'Y= 
convergend:es. On the other hand, the. norm 11, l I * in n< 'Y) 
' * -determines 11 • 11 in X uniquely. 
It is well known that the canonical mapping which 
takes x into fx where fx(g) = g(x) embeds {X, 11- 11 ) iso-
metrically and isomorphically ·1nto (D, If .II) and likewise 
.... - . 
. , . 
' ' . 
C '.' __ lv 11 Ll*' ~~.f-- 1 -* I l r1*, ~-4--~ ,f.:1"'-1,.. ~-~-~-- ...3-~~-~~~-~ ·- ____ ' __ ==· -· -· 
·"': ....... a,n .. , .......... , XtOeC: .... ~ ~..-,&.r··r-, ... t ,.,...-7 "°£·~·~= ~~et:.,~? f""":."' T.!'J{.:!'-~~~-1':. = ... ~;.!7.f,i;;j,'e"° .... ~.~ .. ~.,~P'.~";:L"'l;.,~5~~ .:,~~.:.!.6""-..;r.&1'1.-1.L .,;,-~.;f :..M.lttif!J .. ~U.... #.&A.£ 
. ' - -
,~,f 
. "if ' ' ' 
I r; - I t. I 1 \ .t t ·- , - - --'l- - ..:i - -\ v ; I I • ··1 I J , J.. g.J.,i:) v t;:JUL)t:U.:> 
(x., l I • I I , I I . I I *) . into ( D C " } , I J . I I , I I . I I * ) . As thus re-
stricted, the mapping will be termeq. ")'~canonical 11 • 4 
·. . ' ' -.,-:;, . ' ... : . ' ' '' . . '-. '' ' ' ' ' , ' -... - ' '' ' ' ' .. ' . ·: *' ' - ' 
.. ~•••••fll•••••t(;•••·•·•·••U"fr•('"'•'"'" ••••3d;(2~·'4l~C:•T9rte·o!-'e1tr:•·~q:r·r•·(}!,=·i•i'cl ;-·rri; - l. i ) is normal,~: then· ,, 
• 
1,/: - - - - • - . • ·- •--.- ----.-··--- -·----------·---·---------------
. ,• ' ' ' . . . * ' ' ' . ' : ' '' .. ,. ' .' 
the ')'-canonical mapping. embeds (X, I ·I • 11, 11 • t ·I ) into -~ ---· 
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(D(~}, 11.11, 11.11 *) with the. preservation of 11.1 ·1 and· 
' -
·_ . -* - ., -- - ' * -* 11 • l I _·, i . e • , I I r x I I = I I X I I and t· I f x I I ·. = I I x I I _- , Con -
versely, the preservation of tl1e norms by the ,1-canonical 
. , * 
mapping implies (X, I I • I I , 1- I·. I I _ ) is normal. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.4.1. we have 
""·--1 
. -- -·· 
-- ~ ... ·- ""'--- ~.----- ·---·--
* I lrxl I = sup lg(x):gec ,I lgl I ~ 11 = I lxl I, 
- . . * 
To ·show the preservation of 11. f I , note that 
-
i'xenC'Y) C n*. Thus llrxl I~= llxll~ sinee (X, 11- II*) is 
isometrically embedded in ,CD*, 11 • 11 *). 
The converse statement ts apparent since 
· (D('Y), IJ, 11, l 1-11 *) is normal by 3. 2.1 and any subspace of 
a normal space is also n_ormal;. ~ 
Now .let (#*, : I , 11 ~, 11 • 11 ) denote the -y-conjugate space 
. ( 'Y) .. :ii-,, . * . ' * 
to (D , f I • 11 , 11 • 11 ) • The canonica,l mapping of C into ~ 
* ~ # .. is given by - , 
. ' 
g ... zg(r) ::;: f(g) 
. preservation of both norms, and ~ince the canonical mapping 
. . 
, embeds (c*, 11. JI~) into (#*, 11-11~) conjugate to (n('Y), 11-11*) (·-------·------- " -·--- -. -~ ~~. - - ·- -. _-. __ -__ -.. - - -*'. . -. -··- -·--- ... ------- -------
: .. ·. ~ ..... , ......... , ~ .iil."t:tL t.b.f:t.,;prese¥_vat.1QiL .o.f., I .. J.f -l l: j we ... have.1 -. ·"' --· ........ · .... · ·· • • • .... • •• ... ·~·· .... • • ..... • •• 
* . . ( 3. 2.5, •. ThE!orem: Let (X., 11- 11, 11 • 11 ) be normal, 
1 
then , __ _ 
* * * . ~* 
· the canonical mapping of (C , ( f. f I~) into (# , 11-1 r ) 
. __,. 
_.,. ) '. , 
-I 
. . i 
'--"\ . 
-· 
. ·. ._ , '• ~~ ..... ~ - . .. . . : ·- -_ ·. 
.·t, . .-----.------, .. 
. 
;.;'::f '· .• 
- -· . 
. . . '" . . -
·. -------- -
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a. -- --· w,, •• -,.-.,, :••-·•••.-- • •·- ,. --, •••;•"• • - •• ..,...-..,: .... ~ ··•--:•-""•..,=..---- --- • 
* ·Proof: The closure of # under J f • 11 is equal to 
#..,. Thus the closure of c*, as .a subset of i*, :under 




~·: .--,. -.. · 
;;;·· 
,_;: ·-- _3. 'Y-Reflexive Spaces 
/- --:i~l ¥:,?E . 
' .... 
. (X, 11 • I I , I I • f 1 ) will be called 11-y-reflexi ve" if it is 
normal and if the -y-canonical mapping embeds (X, I 1-11,11-1 I*) 
onto (D(-Yl, 11-1 ~, 11-11*), or equivalently, if each linear ,. 
·-
functional on (c-y,I 1-11) is or the form f(g~ = g(x) for 8ft"> 
x£X. Every ~-reflexive space is obviously l-complete. 
. * ~ \ .} Let (X, 11. 11, 11-11 ) be normal. When X is given the 
. /\ . 
topology a(x,c'Y), (recall_ C'Y is_ the conjugate space for the 
topelogy_µ) the eonjugate.space is c..,. We s}:lall now consider 
the strong topology 13(C'Y,X) on c.,.. Recall that in this top-
- . . 
ology the basis of neighborhoods of zero is composed of the 
polar sets of all cr(X, C'Y)-bounded subsets of x. 
. * 3.3._1. Fact: If (X, 11-11~ I 1-11 ) is normal, then the 
strong top9logy 13(C'Y,X) on o,. is equivalent to the. I I. I 1-
) • .,;,i 
\ 
+,..no~ ,...~.Jl. "11 C . ----~---... -·-·----~"'-'·=---""-~ ..... --.,n---&-----· .-!lf!4ldlt!:-•-,J---,.. 1. I .11Cll"$1N ... "1-•""'·· -- .. --·-----~-~~-~..a-.... --~ ,,._, 'v Ir ---,~- ~--~ ' 
. -. • 
. . - ' •, 
' . 
f.t•oo.f': · Let ·A be a a(x.,c..,)-bounded subset'·o:r x. Then 
sup. fl g(x) I :xeAJ < m for every g • C'Y. Thus A c n S for some 
n since C~y is strictly norming. Denoting the J;>Olar, under 
~ .... ···y~. ": ............ ac 5c"; c:y j; 4 bY i we ~have A ::, (r;,) ;;i. -c ~ i) n C 'Y. Hence ·J3"t'(;'Y'~ JC) 
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" • ___ .,. __ . - ___ .; ··- ------ -------c·--.·---------
' 
basic nei{?;hborhood or zero for cr(X, C'Y). Then V may~ 
written as ..... 




with g1 ec,, for 1=1., ••• n. Now C'Y C c implies that for all x -
I g1 (x) I ~ Mi 11 x 11 for some Mi. It then follows that 
A S c ~(Mi + ... + Mn)V, and so XS is cr(X,C'Y)-bounded. Thus 
0 
• (AS) is a t3(C'Y,X) neighborhood of zero and so the 11-11-· 
•' 
topology is weaker than ~(c,,,x) , 
* . . 
· 3.3.2. Th9:erem: -·-(x, 11.11, If .11,) is ')'-ref'lexive if and 
only if the ball S is compact for the weak topology cr(X, C'Y). 
Proof: · If (X, 1·1.1 ·1., 11.11 *) is ')'-reflexive, then 
. ~(x,c,,) = cr(D~'Y) ,c'Y). Now s is the unit bal! or (o('Y), 1 '1.11) 
which is conjugate to ( C'Y., 11 • 11· ) , and hen~e S is cr(X., O'Y)-
eompact by the Tychonorr...:~1aoglu theorem. 
* Now supposes is cr(X,C'Y)-compact. Then Sis a(X,C ),.., 
* ~ * compact and so Sis 11.11 -closed. Thus (X., ff .·JI, 11-11 ) 
. -1' 




. since ·this topology agrees with a(X,O'YJ on s. · Hence there is 
·· a linear ~ctional g in the conjugate of a(D(y), c,,) such · 
that ~g(x· ) + O while g(S) = o. Then also g(X) = o. ---But X · : .... , . -, -: 0 . .. --- .. . . --- -- ---- . 
- - . I \ I \ 
is a(nVYJ,,c1 )-aense in n\'YJ, so that g is ideriticiEtllj zero. __ . 
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_____________ · ·· ... · .... ··. ... ..... ··~~ .... .. . 3. 3. 3. Remark: . tn the prev!ous th~or.em (h8-. tOJ)Ology 
·a(x,c)') may be replaced.by cr(x,c ) . 
. -~···-~-------···-~-------- * 
Proof: Recall that C'Y is the closu~e of C 1n (C,11-11 ), 
and that any total linear subspace of C is -dense in C ~der 
a(C,X)o The statement then follows from the theorem of 
-· .. --·-··------ ------·-----·---····--- .. -, .. -·~------ .... ---------------- ····-------- ... ------ . -
Dix.mi er ( see introdu-ction) . 
3. 3. 4. Theorem: A )'-closed subspace of a 'Y-refleJc-1 ve 
space 1s ,'-reflexive. 
. - . .. * 
Pz:oof: Let X0 by a )'-closed subspace. of· (X, I· I ~.11, 11 • 11 ) , 
. * a )'-reflexive space. Thus S ~scompact in a(X,C ). The unit 
ball, S0 , :of (X0 , 11-11) is X0 f\ S which is convex and 11-11*- · 
. . ,If, 
closed {recall S is 11 .1 f. -closed by normality of X). Heno·e 
· · s0 . is clos,ed in a(x,c*) ~d so, as a subset of. S, · it is 
compact in a(X, c*). Let c: be the conjugate to (X
0
, 11. 11 *). 
. - . * . . . 
By the Hahn-BanEi.Ch theorem, . a(X0 , C0 ) is i~entica.l with tpe· 
• ,•-1, • f • 
. * 
topology induced by cr(X,C) QnX0 . Thus s0 .is compact in' 
. * - \ . 
a(X0 ,C0 ) and the theorem follows by 3.3.2. and 3.3.3 .. 
3.3.5. Theorem: A space which is )'-conjugate to a~-





.. .. < 
in cr(c*,x) by the Tychonoff-Alaoglu theorem and,~S.gain, our 
statement :ro1161-is by 3.3~2. and 3.3.3 .. 
~ .... - -t . ., ........ .,. .............. ~ I- " .... . :,~ 
. •. ·.' ,., ';.·"''" . * ""·· . . ,._. ___ ., ... ___ · ···••.• __ ,._,._._ ....... ~ ·---~············~····•·.: 
3~ 3~ 6. Theorem: Let. (JC., i I. J i, 11-11 ·) b~ normal &nd *Y-
·-- -· 
. . * * 
complet~ and let ( C , 11 • f f , 11 • Ll) 
.,-;. 
be y-retlexive~ then 
·· · (X, 11.11, 11-1 (> is )'-reflexive. 
I 
, ... "(. ......... '."'''"'·'•"• 
• • "\ • •'- .. ·,,.••, ---•••---·-•---~~-, ·-·-•-,.-•~._'._,_ __ . -~• .. ,-\Y·~-....-,~.~ ~-•. -~ .. -·-· ·.-'•·""- " 
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ProOf: By the previous theorem (n('Y),11.,,,r,., I*> is 
\:::; 
* -1-reflext ve. Now· ( X, I J • 1 I , 11 • I I ) , since it is )'-complete, 
is a ')'-closed subspace of this space and hence is "I- · 
reflexive by 3.3.4 .. 
3. 3. 7. Theorem:~ The following assertions are equiva-
' . 
-~----. 
- -- ··---. - -- ----- ---- . -~-






.,. . * . 
(X., 11 .11., 11 .11 ) is -y-reflex~ve and C'Y = c. 
(x,I 1-1 I) is rerlexive. 
, [Note: In particular this says .taat the reflexivity of .. 
,> -• ,v,1'· . . \* . ii, . ' • 
(X, 11 • 11 ) implies (X, 11 • I I , 11 • l I ) is" normal and )'-comp1-ete 
* . for any norm, If. I I , weaker than If. I I.] 
· Proof: (2) implies (1): The reflexivity of (X,ll~JI) 
i~ies Sis t1(X,C)-compact which in tum implies that S 
is a(X,C')')-compact. Thus, by 3.3.2., (X,11,11,11·11*) is 
· 1-reflexive. Since (X., 11.11, Ii .11 *) is then normal, it 
follows that c')' is c_~osed in ( C, 11 . 11 ) . C'Y is total with 
* respect to X since C is total, Assume C'Y~ c. Let 
r C-C'Y. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there is an xex such 
that x = o on c'Y and x(r) = L But x = o since c')' is total. · 
< 
«~~__,~...,~~---..- • Lr--·~-~~ ae11.-.a....A:1S:t•rw....a~'1-•"'"~~..il!l_.11111~ ~......,...,.,............,~.-............ "W<!l'..., ... ,,._ .... ~ • .., .. ........-,.~.,.-.. • ....,...~a~•~,.....,..,... ..... ~~.-..;~ ... ..,..,~~-. ....... ~ .. •-!*J•·~••c;m••r#r7¢r~ 
Hence C = c. 
. 'Y ' 
- t>,... 
• . · , ( 1) . f~l!es ( 2 ): · Si?ice · c'Y = c, . the spaces con-
' ' J\lga te to (e,11,1 I) and (C')'.,11 -11) are equal so that· 
.. ' 
. -
-·· .. ·······- ·- ... ·---- _. ,_·_ ..... :, .•..•.. - -···- ... 
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~. * .. 
. If' (X, 11 . I I , 11 • I .I ) is normal, we have already seen 
that it can be embedded in (n('Y),I 1-11,11-1 I*) which is 
' 
· ,'-complete, with· the pres_ervation of both norms. Howev~r, 
.we would &-ls~ li-ke- to -say t-Mt- every- ~-=line-ar funeti-en-al '__ - ---------------------------------
-- * 
on (X,I I .11,11. I I ) is uniquely extendable to the -y-com-
plete space. To do this, ~tJe take an appropriate subset 
of D('Y), Before stating the theorem, let us also note 
that the usual Cantor method of completion is not suitable 
for our case since ~(~(A)) i -y(A) in general. 
3.4.1. Theorem:, If (X, I I, 11, 11-1 L~) is normal, there~· 
is a normal, -y-complete space (Xc,I 1-11,11-1 I*) containing 
(X, 11 • 11 , 11 • 11 *) as a subspace. Moreover, every 'Y-linear 
. 
-~ 
functional on X may be extended in 9ne_and only one way 
f;~ ~~-
. 
- " onto. x0 preserving -y-linearity, and the _norm, f: 1.11. 
Proof: Let D
0 
be the )'-canonical image of X in nC'Y). 
Since :Q,C'Y) is -y-complete, then so is ~(D
0
). Reference to 
2'. 2. 4. shows that Y(D0 ) is a linear subspace and we have 
. --· . * X II contained 11 in -:Y (DO ) • Hence, ( 'Y (DO ), I I . I l , I I . I I .. ) is a :'." 
..._ 
" ":{·, 
.... ,,.~_.......-""•A-~•"',i(lla'.~~---,"'llltt:r.iio..,..,..,...,..~ ........ 1-•,_.•.:tP~#l'~,.,.,.,,...~,~~~,,_-....,«-!1"'"' ...... ~~~~~.G,,.~~l.."':.~~' .,., •• •-••••...,.11.lll!Pe~•-.... ~ ........ ~~ ... -•,. _,_PF • ......_ dfW_......,. il'PVh c• ·~-fill!-.·~ 
nor-ma.1 ry-con1plete space c_orr~a_ining a subspace equivalent · · 
- . - -
' . ... 
to (x, 11 • 11 , 11 • I I ) • 
(~ 
. Let g EC • Recall that cnC'Y), 11. J l·) may be considered 0 "I 
·t·. . ·- -, ---·- ···-·-·-·-·-··-·-···--········ .. ----· _ .. 
as the conjugate to ( C~,, 11 • 11 ) • ~ Thus. we extend g __ as 
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. We shall new show that i 0 is · ')'-linea~ on· ('y(D0 ), 1 ·1 . 11, 1 J .11 *). 
Let f n 4 0. Then sup .1 fn(g): g€C'Y, II g 11 ~· i,n=l~ 2, . ... I < m, 
. * * • i.e., sup I lfnl I < 00 , and supn!fn(g):g€C ,I lgl I.~ 11 ~O, 
· i.e., I lrn·11*--.o. · Thus for ev~ry g€C*, i(fn) = ·,fn(g)-.o. 
* Hence (fn) is convergent toz~ro in C which is de~se :f.n C'Y 
' i,I; • 
_, 
under 11 • I I and sup 11 f n 11 < e11 • Therefore f n (g)-. O for all 
g€C'Y, and in particular g°0 (fn) = fn(g0 )-. o. 
~ Let us\now consider the uniqueness of the extension. 
Clearl1., the demand that 'Y-lineari ty be preserved implies . ~ . 
that g€C'Y can be extended in only one way to 'Y(X). By in-
duction it follows that the extension is unique to 'Yn(X) 
for n a positive i·nteger. Now consider -Y7¥ (Xl = 'Y(U'YnX). 
· o . n. Suppose g .and g I are two extensions of g. Let XE')'IV
0 
(x); so 
there ··is (~) in U 'Yn(X} with Xn 4 x. For each n there is 
n 
. 
mn such that ~€'Y~(x); Hence i(xn) = g 1 (~) for each n 
and again the )'-linearity implies that g"(x) = gl (x). So the 
extension is un:1.que to 'YN,, (x). We then have 
~ ( X) = -y ~-' ( X ) . = )' (,, fll ( X ) ) ~ 
""'' --- ' •o ,,.:· 
Finally consider that, . . .•. 
--- - . 
-------- -
I C 
-.~:. ·• . {--::·. . -
--I Lill.= sup lf(g)-:fe-:Y(D~),IJfll ~ 11·~ ~uplx.(g):xex,f lxfl < ll. 
"' - - = 
., = llgll 
but also 11 ii I = BUP I f{g): fe1(D0 ), II (I L~ .11 . . . . 




follows by 3.2.2 •• Hence I Iii I = I lgJ I• 
-















X is riot strictly contained 1n :Y(D0 ). However, we may , 
. 
define x0 = Xu PY(D0 ) - D0 J. -Then Xe, with the' no~s in-
duced by ':y(D0 ), will be denoted by (Xe, 11 • 11, 11. 11 *) and 
* called the 11 'Y-completion" of (X, 11 • I I , 11 • 11 ) • It is obvious 
. that Xe, as a subset or D('Y), is the smallest -y-closed set \ ,' ,, 
YJUl\i~',i~':.· 




containing Xo Hot~rever., as \1e shall, now· see, this condition 
does not.determine x0 uniquely. 
[ 
.J 00 * ~1·' Consider .e:1. with 11 x 11 = ~I ~ I and I I x 11 _ = L. ~I~ I 
n=l n=l 
Let M be the set of Mazurkiewicz and x0 as in section 2. §, 
and let X = fy+tx0 :yeM, t a scalar I. Let A be the functional 
.. on X defined by A(y+tx0 ) = t. Further let (X1, 11.11, 11.11 *) 
. . . . * I 
·denote the )'-completion of (X, 11 • 11 , 11 • 11 ) and let X2 = ~(X) · -
, .. 
ill (.es J I I . 11 ' 1-l • I I *) . ' Now A is )'-linear on ( X' I I . 11 ' I I . 11 *) 
but it cannot- be extended to X2· with the preservation of 
~ 
. 
1-linearity (see 2.5.3.). Thus X1 and X2 are essentially 
... diff'erent. More precisely, -we have shown that th.e~e are 
normal two-norm spaces (X, 11.11, 11.11 *>, (X1, 11-11,.11.11*), 
- * and (X2, 11 • I I , I I . 11 ) such that: 
··-·-f ,,· 
' .. 
· X. rt X2 
( 3 ) ( X 1 , I I · I I , f I · 11 • ) and ( X2 ~ I I · I L 11 • 11 •) 
al">.:l "'-" nmn 1 ot o 
- - ' ._.. '-'• .. _to' ... ..... . \io,, • 
(4) Y(X) =:= X1 consideri?lg X as a subset ot. X1 •. · 
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/1 
1 
.,#_ - --- -· -· -- . 
(.5) y(X) = X2 considering X as a subs-et of Xa. 
. ! 1·~ -J . · ( 6) there is no linear 'Y-'Y cont:tnuous one-ta-one 
mapping of (X1,II• I 1,1 I. I I*) onto 
{X2,JI-I 1,11.JI*) equal on X to the identity 
mapping .. 
Now let ·us consider a more pos~t1·ve approach~ _ 
A, 3.4.2. Lenuna: There is a natural isomorphical,em-
. * bedding of the set Xe into th~ completion X of the space 
* . C * (x;. 11 .• 11 ) • Hence X may be id_entif'ied with a part of . X 
. . ~ * ~ and ·e·very functional linear on (X, 11 • 11 ) may be. extended 
. . . * 
·. uniquely to x0 w~ th the preservation of I J ,• 'I I _ .





) c nC'Y) c. n*. 
' ,, . ;;, * * * The canonical map of X in (D, If .If ) is the closure 




- - . -




3.4.3. Theorem: A -· - * . Let (X ., 11 • 11 , I I • 11 ) be a normal 'Y- · 
complete space conta1n1ng (x,rl.11,1 I. I I*> as a subspace 
(2) every ;-l:inear functional on (X, 11.11, 11, I I*) , 
~ . ~ ";.. . 
e' may be uniq'Uely. extended to (XA, I , . 11 J 11 . 11 *> 
with .preservation of f 1.11 and of )'-linear-
.r' 
••••• ' • '.' • L .... " ' M ,;. .. , •, " ' ' ...... C (o l ... , ~ • ' •• ·- • ..-. • ' • ~ • .. l .a -
-, I I • , ·, . •' ' I - ' • I 1 t y ·. • 
Then there is an isomorphism from xA onto the 1-completi9n, 
x0 ~ of x. Moreover, this map is isometric with respect to 
- ••• t· 
' , - . 
'·- ..• •.. . .. ~-~ . 
' . ' . 
. ' 
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. . *" 
. I I . I I· . and I t • I I . -
:)· . 
(;>. t " 
--------
. Proof: By our hypothesis (a), ( cJ, 11-11 ) is congruent 
to (c~,I I .11 ), i.e., there is an isometr±c isomorphism rrom 
the first space ont·o the second. - It tl1en folloi·rs by 3. 2. 2. 
that (ni'Y), I.I. I!) ~ (D(-y), 11, I I)., where~ denotes congruence. 
- ,~ * * 
· It iS clear that C ~ C C • By the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
* * * ,. C C CA and, moreover, 11 ; 11 is preserved.ef Thus 
-·--- ( c*, 11· .11 *> ;; ( c:, I r -11 *>, and this in turn implies that 
{'Y) . * ... {-y) * ( DA , 11 • 11 , 11 . 11 ) == (D , 11 . 11 , 11 . 11 ) where the congru-
ence here·means.that II ,I I and I 1-1 t* are both preserved. 
Hence we have "·'\ .. -~·-·' 
,:iii 
~ :,ii 
Xe -- ~(x)· in D( -y) ::_ ~{x)· i D(-y) xA · , , n A = • 
C 
- . Thus the' ~-completion X is defined uniquely, within 
.. 
congruences, by requiring that it be normal, ~-complete and 
such that ~(X) =·Xe, and the ~-linear functionals be· exten-
' 
sible in only one mann,er with the preservation of I I • 11 and 
,,'-linearity. 
~ * If (X, f f -11 , I I • f I ) is normal, as we observed in sec.tion 
~ * . . -2 .1. then (X, f I . I I , I I . J I ) is also a norm~l, ti10-norm space, 
- . . . """ ' 
. ' .,·:*:,; . - . . .. 
~_..--...,-~--.,.. •• ,. .. .,,... ..... i'w-·_ :t:.g.e'°";,~~rx:4..,,--~;1~·1.ci-~~~~;rnu·rl'IPTAf'~-rtmro.,~nfi~~f;t·t-".·1-1 ~-~-~rr,~~-·~~tp--t!~~~-~;:;:~=-·~~--.--~~~-~· ; ,I l J,. ~ ' A ' i ! • I I ' - ~ l, IH... V' •• - - ..,; - -- .. - - . ' ~ ... j l j • ! I I • ,;. ;;. ...., ii '- V .... .i. ' . . . . 
4 
ttds CGilipletion is not· nect:.:;Sc2.1-.1ly ~qJ1al to the 1'-cornpletion, 
' 
. 
sine.a. the completeness of ( X, I I O i I ) does not imply ')'-com-
.a: C . .._ 'I • ' .· ..... -~ .· .. ·-~~-··. pl~teness. On the contrary ~re haye: 
·; 
, , , , • • • I " , •-• f • ~ " . ' •• • • • • ,• , •. . • •. • • •. -
3. 4. 4. Lermna: If (x., i i . i i , 11·. ·t t ) is ,'-complete and -. 
normal, then (X, 1-1. f I·) is complete· . 
. ~ . 
.' .} ' 
··---- -------
,.-
~· - • .J 
. 
• r 
- -- - ·- . . ~ 
- . . ~ 
i-;., -~ 
ti!,,' ~ 
. .. 1 
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Proof: Let {xn) be a Cauchy sequence in (X, 1 ·1., 11 ) • 
Then ~ ··~ M for all n; so that ;n is in s. By the ')I-com-
pleteness, ;n t fil which is in S, since S is 11-11 ~ -closed 
by normality. No~,, ·as in the proof o·r theorem 2. 6.1., y-
. ~ 
convergence in S is equivalent to f 1.11-convergen·ce in .s, ~ 
since ~-convergence is clearly equivalent, ins, to 
convergence. ThU:s Xn-+ X wider 11- 11 with xex • 
•• I I • I I. -
. -. ., """ 
It then follows that XC: Xe. Moreover, it is not hard 
,,. * * 




--norms are identical on x. 
,,, ~-' . 
3,4. 5. Theorem: Let (X, 11-111 11-11*) be normal and 
'"-
--
' let . (X, 11 • 11 ) deno~e the completion of (X, 11 • I I )_. Then 
. * ~ 
the ~-completion of {X, 11 • 11, 11 • 11 ) coincides with 
-
' 
... -I· (X,I f .f I, I I, I I ) if and only if every continuous linear 
functional on (X, 11 •. 11 ) has a unique extension _to a contin-
, . uous linear functional on (Xe' 11 • 1.1 ) • -~ 
,,,. 
Proof: The necessity is trivial. Now note that X c. x0 
tflW 
and X is a t I . I I -closed linear subspace. Suppose there is 
--xex0 ,... x. . Then there is a linear ~ctional g, continuous 
, e.r - _:..t--~ ~ 1 on r..P t' h-e. "'erl"'\ ~, .. nnt<i o't"\~ 1 - "'""' Iv i. i i ! ) 
. _ j.~T'l ex_ en....... "" ...., _ - .. ...a " J. w "' .... .l4cQ..a.. v.1.-.1.- \ .n.., 1 , • , 1 • 
, , . zero functional on {x0, I ~ • 11 ) . is anotheP such ~xJension, p 
which contradicts the uniqueness. 
" ;, ., . . .. ' .. 
.. ..... 
't '." ··;' • • ... ..... 4 •• ; - ,· •• _ • .?• . ' .... • . . . 
: '. : · .•.·' • ,.;._..,; ~ ;.;, .. ,a.,., ... •'··.• ~, ... ,. ... ...;,i: ·• f ,If• ·.,_; • l,A, 1' 114' ,14 ~ Jill '! IP • • It ••. • • • 
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- 50 ·~ 
· Oll!lptezt .~ 
On Generalizing the Two Norm Spaces 
. ~ .. 
f=••" 1. A Generalization 
. ~ 
In ·this chapter we shall CQnsider •. (x., 1-1 • 11 , ~ } , a ·~ D 
. triple in which X is a linear space' I r . I I a seniinorn, and 
_?:. a locally convex linear topology on X \41eaker than the 
norm topology. In addition we shall assume that the ball. 
S = - Ix : I I x 1.1 ~ l I -is c 1 OS ed in ( :t, 1: ) . ( X, I I • I f , -r ). 
-
\ 
will«, be termed a space tiith a "mixed topology". Such gen-
eralizations ~;ere first considered by ,A. Wiweger [18]. ~ .-..;, 
The pf?eudonorms con'cinuous with respect to 't' will be 
denoted by [x] a' and l [ . ] a I aEA will denote the tota+ity 
o·f all -these pseudonor-ins. {Recall that the topelogy ?: can 
. 
actually be given by a family of seminorms.) -
A linear functional f on X w1-11 b·e called 
')'6 -linear, if lim [xn]a = O for all a€A and 
n-+ 00 
- .,·,!;s,:.."-'•,=. 
supn I_ I xn 11 < oo implies f (~ )-t O, 
. 
"It-linear, if it .. is continuous on S with ·respect 
- ii 
- ~ Let C_ _ arid c denote the sets of "15 - and 't-linsar.~ . 1' s 'Yt . . . 
functionals respe-cti vely, and _let. C and C~ denqte the class 
·. -·~----1. : . .. •, 
. ~- "· - --- ~. -· . - --~---- . . 








. .. ················ ................. ..,. 
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· 
............. ~. * .... -= .... .,. ... ;:., • ~- r;.,....,.~ J:' ,.;;\. ~·\.,}11.,t! ~-~ ;y"~........ .. • .. • • • . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
4.1.1. Lemma: o-r c· c,. c c,. c: c. 
-~ t s 
Proof: --~'t C C'Yt: Obvious. 
. . ____ . -
--, .. •- ·--: .. :,,·' •: ... : .. 
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., _. C"YtC C')'
6
: Let f[.](31(3eB deno-t~the .family of' 13e~- --·-------~---·· --· 
··no·rm.s which gives· the -t'opology ·~ , and let f ec . Le·t · 
. - - ' . . 1't 
lim [xn]a = O for each aEA. Then (~) co?!_y~rges to O~in ~-
n . 
~· since BC A. Thus f(~) ... ~· 
C C C: Let f~G-v and let 11 ~ 11 ... o. For each. aeA, 
'Ys - · 's · 
[. ] 0 ~ 11 -11 1:since [. ]0 is continuous with respect tC>- "1: 
which is weaker than the norm topology. Then [xn]a~ O for 
each Cl~A and supn! lxnl I < ao. Hence r(~)~ 0, 
· 4.1. 2. Theorem: C is the cl_osure of C1- in {C, 11.11 ~., 
' . 1't &... 
equivalently, each -Yt-linear functional is of the form 
00 
f'(x) = ~ ~ (x) 
. n=l ·· 
co . 
and ~ I lgn 11 < m, 
_ n,al .. 
Proof: Similar to that or 2.3.2. and 2.3.4. 
The.follgwing theorem allows us to restrict considera-
. tion~ C?f_countable sets of -Yt-linear functionals to the case 
or norma.ble topology ·-r . 
4. 1. 3. Theorem: For each sequence (f n) of 'Yt -linear 
functionals there is a sequence of seminorms ( [ • ]n) and a 1 _ 
·. for all- xeX 
' ., 
', 





. -~ --·- .................. --, - -···-.--, ' ... -.~. 
a - ecr,: =• c:e::• -~J. 
'''l'···· 
••' • • 
... • ,I 
a ·c c t C ... I •-•t·C• ltfl~ e tt•4.,·4 tf 114 c, l-(-f.l·ftf:·t.t .•. (1:.j":t··t·1:.~··1.f ·· .• ~. ·i~!l;ff ,1."'j"i ,.r..,~-i--. . .•••. ;.<._ ........ , ....... •4•4 •IIJ ~-4 •••• tir1i I ...... - ,p •.• Hfl, 14 ., •• •f--1 -t· l,f:, ·.~. I •f ... • ..,4 I • •1 1 ti 1 1 '• 1 \IL• . ' ' 
. • ... ,- .•• ,· .•. _ .. , 
_ 
................. , ·' -
- . 
., supJ 1~11 < m, 11~1 l~-:;o imply rm(~) ~o . 
n 
.d 
for m=l, 2, • • • • • 
t 
. -· ·--·-1.-._.-. 
--- --- - ·- ·-· ... -----... - - . . - -
. -
' . - --- . . 
- :., ..... ,.;.-,.,..,':~-,---•-';'~·-'--·•~u-~'---:-:•'-'"",""'f--~.'t";7'-;. ~·-':'}:'""'.;"'_~: .• ~~- .,-..• ·; - .. 
-~ 
.. . . 
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;~· 
----~--. J ' 
-00. 
. .... _.:...._~------- ~- --
· ·Proof: For each m, let fm = ~=
1
glan where glaneC~ ~d 
m 
-
~y! I glan 11 < ao. Then I gkm (x) I ~ [x] '31an with certain t3kmeA, 
, . 
. (moreover these may actually be ch.osen as seminorms rather 
than pseudonorms). By arranging the seminorms into a single 
sequence ( [.] k} we have [x]k ~ Mkl Ix 11 for each x and, · 
setting bk = (21,.ikr1 , we are led to the conclusion of' the 
theorem. 
' ( ·-4. l. 4. ;Bxcµnple: ·Let X be the conjugate ·to a Banach 
space Z. L.et I f. I I de.note the usual norm on X and ~ b.e 
*. . . 
the weak topology, a(X,-Z). Then C is .. the second conjugate 
,, 
o·f Z, and C t is the aanonical image of Z since Z is equal 
* to its second conjugate when Xis g!ven the weak topology . 
. .,. 
·. 
It follows that C '2: is closed in { C, 11 . J j ) • · Hence the gen-
eral form of' 1't-linear tunctionals Ul (X, 11 • ~ I.,_ 1: ) is 




. . 'Yt 
We shall now ·show that, in gene·ral, C ·+ C ·. Let 
· ~t ls 
X0 be th~ space of all bounded measurable functions x. = x(t) 
with t e [ O, 1] , and let "~ 
T ;... +- ~ be "-h- . , - ,_" , , ...... ~ ..... _ v· - ... l"' - _;... - .,.._ ~-n __ . 0 .,.L __ v- rz_~_-, ~--.. .L . ___ ·_v-;:.n_ ·_ 'b_ .Y . +: ____ i_-1e __ -~ ~ ·~ _ _ ~-1~ 4~.J~'1.,.J..j,..y vV.li CA .-. .J..l!c:a+· .., rr . _QJ.l O ,.,.. _ \JJ. -
. . . . . 
ram1~1y of' seminor'ms l[.]tfte[o 11 • I nol/1 asse:r:>t that if' . J 
r is ~t-linear on X 1 t is of the form 0 , 
-f{x}- =~-a -~-t-·_}---
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with riXed ti, t2. ~ ~-. a.na:·-5· ·1akr ( ; :·· ·The J)J:.O()f follows·: 
k=l . . . . . -' - ' .. 
Let -f'-eC . . By Theorem 4. 1. 3. there is a sequence 
. 1'-t . 
([. ]i) or seminorrns in the above family and a sequence (bn) 
., 
of' positive numbers such that 
* 00 llxll =~bi[x]1 1=1 
. . * . is a norm on X0 and f ec,. for (X0 , 11 • 11, 11 • 11 ) ~ 
Now (X0 ,ll,I I*) has a Schauder basis, for let 
[ .Ji = [. ]t and define 
. ~ .. 
We then-have 
since 
= { 1., 
0., 
00 
x =) a1x1 1=1 
( 
""· 










'E-ne uniqueness of the" expansiori is ·appa;ent. Thus. (xi) . ' .... ·.····· •. • .... ····.···.· 
. . ' '* is a Sc'ba:ud~r basis for (X0 , 11 • 11 · ) • 
""' ~~
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teC'Y, we have. 
c:o ~ ·co , ~ 
f . 
. f(x) = f'[£ a.1x1 ] = ~ a.1 f(JC1 ) = £ f(x1 )x(t1 ) . 1=1 1=1 · 1=1 
(X) 
Letting f(x1 ) = a1 we have f(x) = :,.· a1x(t;t) and it remainS 
. . i=l . 
only to show that (a1 ) is in £1. 
. ·1 ( t) = 1 for t € [ 0, l] . Then 
00 00 00 
Cons!der .the funct:ion 
. ' 
> ai = ~ r(x1 ) = f(~ x1 ) = f(l) < ~. I=l r=-1 1=1 
••'. 
It -ts clear that every rearrangement .. of '} a1 converges so t!lr8,t 
'" 
~ lail converges. 
-
Thus every! c,.t is of the ppescribed form. However, 
the functional J x( t )dt is clearly ,'6 -linear but is not in 
0 
C • Hence, in general, C~ ~ C . 
lt 't~ ls 
Under Ulam 1s hypothesis (that there are no inaccessible -
'No 
· alephs between i\£
0 
and 2 ) it may be shewn that each "18 -
linear functional on tl1is space is of the form 
f(x,) = f o(x) + r x( t 'Jt/,( t 'ttlt 
0 




€C'Yt and JJ.1 <J>( t) I dt ~ ao. However, if X is the space 
_._____ _ . of' .. ~l!. b~un_d~c! _f'uR_ct:l,.ons on [ O, 1] with the same I I • 11 and · . . .. , ... 
............. .... ....... ,.._ • .._..:AL .. ~~ 1,i:,, ·-·1-·4-----1: ~,a.:.~,.r.-h ~, ... ~..._ ..• .:. .... ¥_-,.. ..... -~~-Vv-... ... "T"--.,c. .... &.1!,-4._::,,,-'.lo.Q ..._,..,. • .!,C. "'-~"~l!Jt">~.!Co,4}~n'l.,,"l"' ... ii::- ~6~ .. ;,:...~~~c, . .,:~~.-t".:_,~~ .. :.·.-,.·....:,~~~.:--:'""\."-"-.;.,J:~-:t':'A~"'.....-., ~~~ ""'~-~--~·.'T""'W':-A~.,.. -.. iflli6at-9.-"'I!. 1'!! ........ 
~ . . L.Jt~ then, also under UlaJn;s hypothesis, the spaces c"'/,.. and 
. . . ' . .::> . 
c1t coincide and consist ·of~ 8.1~ the f'unc~ie>~a.ls of the form. · - ,. -~~ 
w 
.... -......... r(;x:)_ .~ > a.x(t~) 
. ' '1'=1' ,i I • ' ~ • •• •• f .. f ' a 
o::> 
·with fixed t1,t2:, .... f1d k
1
1a1 I ~ •• · Oompar:tng ·thi& -space· 
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" the ~8 -linear tunctionals .. do_not have the extensian-property. -···· ·----.··--·--··-------,- ---· ---- --- ··-
APPENDIX 
In this section I .sha11· allow myself the privilege of 
' 
-
atating results only., wit~_9ut their- supporting ar·gwnents. 
The proofs may be found in . the references cited in the · 
--Bibliography, [5] being of particular usefulness. 
I shall assume throughout this section that 
~- ' * (X,I f. I 1,1 I. II ) is a two-norm space for·which I I.I I and . 
. * . 
·11. 11 are both norms. A subset A of X will be called 
\ 11
-y-dense" if' )!,(a),~ X, and (X, 11.11, 11.11 *) will be termed 
11)'-separable" if it includes a countable )'-dense subset. · 
. * Theorem: (X, 11. 11, 11. I ·I ) is ,'-separable if and only 
* if (X., 11.11 ) is separable. 
* (X., 11 • 11 , 11 • I I ) wil;l. be called 11-y-compact" if every 
~-bounded sequence contains a ~-convergent subsequence, 
* and (X., 11. 11 , 11. 11 ) will be called 11 -y-precompact II if every 
'' 
-y-bounded sequence ,contains a )'-Cauchy subsequ,nce. 
* 1 
· Theorem: If- (X, 11 . 11, 11 . 11 ) is normal and ,'-compact, I • 
'-
. * * ·--~ 
·Theorem:· The ,1-separab111ty o~ (_g __ ,__l.l !JJ ___ .,J"l~--Lll-.1m-."···---------~---,~~~~-----c·-"·····---- - ------ ·----- -----. -~ - . .- ,- - ....... -- --- '.. -- ··- ·------· .. ------- -· .. - - - - .. ; - - . - .... - ~ - ---- -·- - .~. -· - . 
plies the -y-separability or' "ex, 11.11, 11.11 *). 
(l *' .. ~ Theorem: (X, 11 • 11, 11-11 ) · is 'Y-precompact if and . only 
!'·· & ·• ; I • , t 1. t t 4 .1. •• ~. t .,, i ~· •. e.: : . .- , i .; ..:;;~ + r r. " • ~ ( .. · - : ,· ·. • · • 
., • ' •·-\ : . ., 
.. · if ( C , I j O ·i l -- , i i ~ 11 ) is J'-Compac~:- . 
' .. 
"' . . Th~orem: If (X, 11 • 11, 11 • 11 *> is hormal, then it is "Y-
- . " 
precompact if' and only if its ')'-Completion (x0 , 11.1·1, 11 ~·1 I*)' 
r 
. . J . 
. ) 
.. . . ~. 
. _, - ., ....... .,..,..:., ., ·- •"•.· _,_ - . 
, . 
. ~ . If 
• J 
...... -______ __, ----~ -·· '"--~--· J - ·_,_-.~--.-,,...-T -. _· ::, _ .. ~ ~ ~···~~~d..:.. ·..:.. - ---·-, __ (---, ___ · . ..=--::;;;L. -- - ·- _____ ..,_,_. __ ,-.---.-------c-.--~.·-.. ·. -·-. -.---•_. -------:-!'.-, -. ~----·\ . . __ ..., -····.:.·~:-"- -~. ·---.,... --. ~ • _j - . - . •. - . __ -- ·-·----=---'"-·-·· -·- -· . .. - . --- . . ·-···-- --·-·-===-r ... ..:. .-~~ .. -.,--~--- . 
. 
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· · · is 7-compact. ... ·,:-•-< • 
A normed space (X, I J • I l ) will. be called•. "prereflex:i ve ff . 
. -~ 
-if its comple·tion is reflexive • 
·1, •. 
. Theorem: if'· (X, 11-11 *) is prereflexive and separable, 
. ' . * 







-----------.-~- A one-to--one linear ~--y c~q~t.in1..:ous operation from a 
)'-complete two-norm space onto a.noth~.r does not, in _genera_l., 
satisfy the Banach inversion property.. However the 1·nverse , 
-· -... - .. . - .. . ! 
-- ... ·-. - . -.-·· 
j 
............ •'• .. , ............... 
··. ·--- --~\ 
. ' 
-is linear and~-~ continuous if the domain space is ~-com-
pact,,, i . e • , 
Theorem: Let (x,I l•ll,I I.I I*) be -y-compact, and let 
(X, 11. 11) and· (Y.i 11-1.1) be complete.' Let U be a linear 
.. * y-~ continuous one-to-one mapping of (X,I J. I J,I J.I I ) onto 
* ( Y., 11 • 11 , 11 • 11 ) • Then U-1 is lin.ear and 'Y-'Y continuous 
and U e~tablishes a linear homeomorphism between {X,I 1-11) 
,./ 
and ( Y, I ·1 • f I ) • - . . 
* Theorem: Let (X, 11 • I· I, I f. f I ) be a "(-compact,· let U 
. . . * be a linear 'Y-Y continuous operation from (X,I I.I 1,1 I. I I ) 
. .. ~ ·:-- · ... -. 
... o~~.J.L.ilJl:L.._9'.rn~L1Jt~.JLJl!..JJJ_,,.,qp.9~_(yJJ~ULoa.-.... -"""9!1!1 .. :z;:-1~· _ _.,e,,...., .. .. _.__ _ 
I (Hlm~lete .• ·. '.!?hen ( Y, i j • i L H • i i *) is "f=eompaet, 
·- -.-. ··--- ------- ---·~-- --· .-- --- ·-----~----· --~-,---. - .. . ...... * . 
-=·,.·~--··---- ·-----·--· .. ·--------- .... r-- Theorem: (X, I I• t I, 11·~ 11 ) is ')i=precornpact ·if and only 








. . . -·· . . · 
. o I - * I I I ··I * t I t I , 1r 1 t is ... ,-separable eµ1d :-;-eonvergence in \ v , 1 1 • I f , f I • f J J 
is equivalent 
Let (JC, -j I o 11 ) be a Banach space. 
----=----·-







·- ' .. ·: . . 
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--,51 - , ,. ...... .. 
... -·-····· -·. - .. - ··.~·---.-: ........ -·--- ·- -·. ·== 
. . * there is a coarser norm, If. I I , such that . 
' ~• \• '"• r••~ ,_ ·- • ; : ' ,• •.·~ • 
*' . . . 
. (X, I 1. I I, 11 et~ · ) is ,'-precompact, 
(2) · there exists a total _sequence of continuous· 
linear functionals on (X, J f .• 11 ) • . 
. . 
li'ur.thermore, if (X, ff. f I) fs' separabl~, then (1) and (2) 
are always satisfied. 





is termed "'saturated" if C -= c. 
'Y ' 
* ,. . Recall that, for normal ·spaces, O'V = O only in tl1.e trivial 
' 
. 
case. However, there are non-trivial saturated.spaces. 
·Theorem: Any saturated tt10-norm space is normal. 
.. :• 
. . 
Theorem: The foll.owing conditions are equi va.leritl: · 
., 
(1) C - C, 
-y 
(2) * (C, 11-11 ), C is dense 1n rJ 
(3) ~Y -y-convergent sequence is convergent in 
~ 
\ ~(X,C):, 
( 4) · for every f eC and for every e > O · there is 
a K such that r(x) ~ e + Kl lxl I* for all 
-
xeS, 
(5) c'Y r\ z is Closed in a(C.,X)., 
,· . 
J. 
:··- - •., - .. 
( Q) . every convex closed subset of (X, l I . I !J is . . , · i ,. . -· ------&ZetL .._C -· -< ... -. ----..-~-.................. ~-..... --.,'- - ... -. .-:-------·-·-~- ~-~-~-,-~~~~,~~.,.~~f'ltl!Wli~. ~s,••_-~-~---~~_-·~_ .., ····":.· .. ,.· ~-·~ ... ,_ "-"'.""·-..... ~-~~ .... ~"""-"'fa~I - .!"!.'!.~ ---"1!1'---·-l!l_., _ _... - ., ....... - --- . -- . ~ ' . u 
-y-closed. · ·. ·-" · · ~ · ..... . 
• . . . .. . • .. ·. . •·····- .... _······--··=· ......... -~····a·····•·· .• ·······~-·~··•····,•.·-··*········•·-·-····--• ................ ·~·•,•··• .... : .... ---,···-·--•·-·"·······•-'•·····•··-·········•·---·.--··-··,-•-· ... ··--·.·.···.· .... · 
·-· , ....... -~,-~·······--···-"·""""'"·"'•'····· .... ,. .... Theorenii ·Ir {X, I i ~ 11, 11·. 11 ) is )'-compact and sat·ura~ed . · . 
then (X,I (.()) is refle~ive and separ~ble 1\lld ~-convergence 
---, 
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,Lee w. Barie was born in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, on -
, Novembe·r 19, 1932, the son_ of Harry W. and Madalene J. 
\ 
Barie. He received a B.Sc. degree from Dickinson Colleg~ 
in June of 1956~ 
- ~From June of 1956 to September of 1958 he was engaged 
1n the design of electric \fave filters utilizing piezo-
"- ... elec~ric quartz crystals. Since September of 1958 he has 
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